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Covering the campus like a swarm of gnats

Established 1927

The Official Student Newspaper of Georgia Southern University

End of the Week Weather

Today

Scattered Tstorms with a
high of 67 and
a low of 51.

Thursday
January 14,1999
Vol. 71, No. 49
The oldest continuously
published newspaper in
Bulloch County
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The second of the
seven presidential
candidates will be at
an open fourm Tues.,
Jan. 19 starting at 4:00
p.m. in the Union
commons area.

Star Wars Returns!
Yoda says, "Catch the
latest news on the new
Star Wars generation."
Please see story,
page 12

Sports

GSU sneaks past
Furman 60-57

Kashien Latham nails
two crucial free throws
to lift the Eagles past
the Paladins last Sat.
Please see story,
page 6

$0

Just a reminder that
MLK Day is Mon.,
Jan. 18. No classes
will be held, so enjoy
your day off!
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It is a desire of The George-Anne
to printthe news of Georgia Southern University as accurately as
possible. Ifyou believe that something covered is in error, contact
the editor at 681 -5246 as soon as
possible. Thank you.

ADVERTISING: 681-5418
STORY OR PHOTOS: 681-5246
FAX NUMBER: 486-7113
P.O. Box 8001
Statesboro, GA 30460
E-MAIL TO:
stud_pub@gsaix2.cc.gasou.edu
Check out our
On-Line Newspaper at
http://www.stp.gasou.edu
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Liked By Many,
Cussed By Some...
Read By Them All

Friday

Scattered Tstorms with a
high of 63 and
a low of 50.

Saturday

Mostly cloudy
skies with a
high of 59 and
a low of 50.

Sunday

Showers
possible with a
high of 62 and
a low of 51.

THE SEARCH IS ON... First in a series highlighting GSU's presidential candidates

Presidential hopeful wants to appeal to students
By Allison Taylor

students are concerned
with the presidential process and that it was imporGSU presidential hopetant that they weren't left
ful, Edward G. "Ned'
Boehm, told the campus
out of the process.
and community that col"The major resource of
the university are the
lege presidents must appeople," he said.
peal to students because
One thing that Boehm
they are the center of the
stresses is communication
university.
between both administraThe first in a series of
seven presidential forums
tion and students.
took place on Jan. 11 as
"A president has to be
Boehm stepped up to the
surrounded by faculty, staff
task of responding to a floor
and students in order to
succeed," Boehm said. "It's
of open questions from stuhonest dedication to a misdents, faculty, staff and
sion of a place we join."
community members, preHe said that his adminsented through moderator
Trey Denton, chairman of
istrative support is very important to him.
the Presidential Search
and Advisory Committee.
The key to the adminisAllison Taylor trative support he said is
According to Boehm, "it
ADDRESSING HIS AUDIENCE: Boehm open communication. He
is important for college
covered a variety of pertinent issues Monday. said that the concept of
presidents to appeal to the
students. GSU's students
open communication is esare the center of the university," he said.
sential to the continued success of the university.
Boehm said that as president of GSU he would "It's an external representation of who we are as
have daily interaction with students.
individuals," Boehm said.
He also said that students are at the center of his job.
He said he liked the concept of an open forum and
He added that in order to develop a better rela- he said that at Keystone, where he is the current
tionship with students he would be interested in president, he hosts open forums to enable the univisiting with them on a regular basis in both formal versity to ask him questions.
and informal settings.
Diversity was an issue that was discussed in
"I want to visit with all organizations, teams and numerous questions.
groups to learn what concerns students have. Also
Boehm commented that GSU's diversity is imhow I can better meet those needs."
pressive to him and he believes that a president
"The students here are consumers of education, should be committed to diversity and thus be able to
which is why we should listen to them about what express diversity as well.
they need in order to be successful," he said.
He said that it is important to the future of any
He also added that students are going to be organization to have different point of views but
representatives of GSU of the education this uni- "there needs to be a process to share them and then
versity has to offer in their careers, so we need a to move ahead."
student first philosophy.
According to Boehm the President helps to set
Boehm made reference to an editorial that ap- the tone on campus.
peared in the last issue of The George-Anne which
He said that his vision for GSU is to have a proud
encouraged students to attend the forum.
past, a promising future and people who care about
According to Boehm, the editorial showed that both.
News Editor

r\ closer look at lyoU s
first presidential candidate
Name: Edward G. "Ned" Boehm

Current Position: President, Keystone College
(LaPlume, Penn.)
Education: Doctorate in Education, The American
University, Washington, D.C. Masters in Education,
The American University, Washington, D.C.
Bachelor's in Education, Frostburg State University,
Frostburg, Md.
Noteworthy Acheivements: Led a fundraising
campaign at Marshall University where he was
able to complete a $ 10 million campaign four
months early and raised $1.3 million above the
intended goal.
Community Involvement: Served on the
United Nations Association of Northeastern
Penn. He has been a board member, as well as
the vice president, of the Boy Scouts of America
Tri-State area council. He was also a national
trustee of the College board in New York City,
and served as president and on the board of
directors for the United Way of River Cities, W.
Va.
Honors: Circle of Excellence Award on
Educational Fundraising, W. Va's Outstanding
Fundraising Executive of 1993, W. Va's
Outstanding Citizen in 1994, Distinguished W.
Va's Award in 1995 and in 1996 he was selected
as one of 22 people to be honorary alumnus of
Marshall University.
Family: Wife, Regina; Children, Evan and Andrew

Boehm said he also supports the idea of a
daycare on campus to not only provide services to
help parents, but also services to help education,
like the early childhood program.
Boehm said his experience at other colleges have
prepared him to be the next president at GSU. He
also said his enthusiasm and optimism will help
enable him to lead the university into the next
millennium.
"Whatever's happening here at GSU has to be
working," he said.

Two men's athletic programs
Call boxes set up to assist GSU
community in emergency situations dropped, spawning controversy
Staff Reports

get."
Hawkins served on the committee that decided where to
place the boxes.
"We decided on strategic locations throughout the campus to place the call boxes places that were easily accessible to those who might need

to use them," Hawkins said.
After seven years of
"We also conducted a survey
of students who lived on camawaiting funds and a year
pus and 95 percent of them
of planning, GSU has
said that they felt safe here,
but anything we can do to
added emergency call
enhance the safety of everyboxes around campus.
one, we want to do."
Each emergency call box is
By Amanda Brunger
connected to the UniStaff Writer
versity Police DepartSince classes began last
ment and to reach
week, if you've trekked
them, just press the
past any building around
button and they will
campus such as Lakeside,
respond.
the Library, the Union, or
"People must be
any one of the residences,
aware that these
you have probably noticed
boxes are not a play
a new edition to the landtoy and each time the
scaping - blue and white
button is pressed, the
square metal boxes.
police will respond,"
What are those weird
Hawkins said. "The
looking blue boxes you
police are also still
may ask yourself?
available as officers
Call boxes have finally
patrol in cars and on
been put up everywhere
foot."
around campus after
According
to
seven years of waiting for
Hawkins, the emerthe funds and one year of
gency call boxes are
planning, according to
for everyone to use
Vicky Hawkins from
who is on the GSU
GSU's Department of
campus, whether they
Housing.
be students, faculty,
"SGA along with the
or staff.
Student Activity Budget
GSU was the largCommittee
allocated
est university in Geor$113,000 to the Division
gia not to have an
of Public Safety for the
emergency call box
installation of call boxes
system, according to
on campus," Hawkins
Hawkins.
said. "Ken Brown, Uni"A lot of other colversity Police chief, had
leges have them and
tried for the last seven
so do hospitals and
years to get the necessary
large corporations,
funds for the call boxes.
"Hawkins said.
The money finally came
David Koepke
The call boxes will
from the reserve fund in NEED HELP? Call boxes are strategically located be active this week,
the student activity bud- all over campus for GSU's emergency needs.
Hawkins said.
1/13/99. 5:12 PM

Some cuts in the GSU athletic
department have spurned controversy with alumni, athletes
and students.
Before the winter break it was
announced that GSU would be
cutting men's swimming and diving and cross country. Women's
indoor and outdoor track will be
added next school year as a scholarship sport to comply with Title
IX regulations.
"As an organization we have
worked for years studying track
to address our Title IX responsibilities," GSU Athletic Director
Sam Baker said. "It was one of
the areas we felt like we could
add more women's sports to offer
to our high schools in the state of
Georgia. Track is a championship sport/'
However, many alumni and
student-athletes question the
decision.
"I understand fully the need
for gender equity and Title IX
compliance," cross country alumnus Christopher Sherwood wrote
in a letter to the editor. "I am
deeply upset, however, that the
university has decided to cut the
men's cross country team in such
a fashion so reminiscent of the
way the athletic department operated under former ADs."
Title IX is part of the 1972
Federal Education Amendments
that requires public schools to
have gender equity in its extracurricular activities.
The section requires that".. .no
person in the United States shall,
on the basis of sex.. .be subjected
to discrimination under any education program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance."
Public schools must have ath-

letic participation that is proportional to the overall, undergraduate enrollment, must meet
historical expansion requirements and must accommodate
the interests and abilities of the
underrepresented sex, according

"AS AN ORGANIZATION
WE HAVE WORKED FOR
YEARS STUDYING TRACK
TO ADDRESS OUR TlTLE
IX RESPONSIBILITIES ,"
— GSU A THLETIC
DIRECTOR SAM BAKER

to a three-part Title IX compliance test prescribed by the Office for Civil Rights.
According to swimmer Justin
Johnson, Baker informed the
teams, in a meeting held during
finals week, that 53 percent of
the GSU campus is female and
so 53 percent of student-athletes
must be female.
"It is so awful to be told right
in the middle of exams," Johnson
said. "They told us that we're not,
athletes anymore. They broke
our entire team's heart [that]
night."
Baker said he knows that the
timing wasn't the best, but he,
"felt better to go ahead and meet
face-to-face with the athletes
than have them go home lover
the holidays] and have them hear
through the grapevine. There
was no way to hold the information and feel confident that it
wasn't going to be rumored."
Please see TITLE IX, page 2

Introducing "Coffee Shop Hours"

Come join the Career Service staff for flavored coffee and
ask questions about choosing a major, your job search
strategy and/or your graduate school plan!

Resumes and Cover Letters:
(|<?r

I

February 12tn
March 8th
April 5th

Job Search Strategies

(including salary negotiating and relocation/cost of living)
February ll"1
th
March 9th

April 9

fihfc

\_J Jf

Interview Skills Jl »L

-

ANNO UNCEMENTS

Coffee Shop Topics, Dates & Times
Time: 3-5pm • Location: Career Services, CRC.
1047 Williams Center

George-Anne
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Things To Do at GSU
Ongoing

•Military veterans are wanted
to assist in the chartering of a university organization that will provide veterans a powerful voice on campus and in
the community. If interested, contact
Chris Jones at 489-4401 or David Barnes
at 267-9423.
•GSU freshman and sophomores
with a 3.0 or GPA or higher are
engouraged to apply for the Tommy
Thompson Scholarships. $500
awards are for those with Broadcasting
majors only. Applicants need to submit
samples of their work (writing and or

audio/video tapes) as well as reference
names. See Dr. Reed Smith in the communication arts building for applications. Applications must be completed
and returned by January 31, 1999.

Tuesday, January 19

•A Presidential Candidate Forum will be held from 4-5:30 p.m. at the
Russell Union.

Thursday, January 21

Thursday, January 14

•An art exhibit showcasing artist
Hinori Murai will be opening and running through February 5.
•An art exhibit showcasing the
paintings of Milutin Pavloviv, starting
at noon, will be held in Gallery 303.

Monday, January 18

•Martin Luther King Jr., Day.
No classes, offices closed.

•A Presidential Candidate Forum will be held from 4-5:30 p.m. in
the Russell Union.

Saturday, January 23

•GSU will be having a Visitation
Day for prospective students.

Monday, January 25

•A Presidential Candidate Fo-

rum will be held from 4-5:30 p.m. in the
Russell Union.

Thursday, January 28

•A Presidential Candidate Forum will be held from 4-5:30 p.m. in.
the Russell Union.

Monday, February 1

•A Presidential Candidate Fo-.
rum will be held from 4-5:30 p.m. in the
Russell Union.

Thursday, February 4

•A Presidential Candidate Fo-,
rum will be held from 4-5:30 p.m. iri*
the Russell Union.

I

(including Dining & Business Etiquette)
February 10tn
March 10th
April 8th

POLICE BEAT

Graduate School Planning

(including applying to Law and Medical School)
January 14tn **W
February 9tn
March 11th
April 6th

Police Beat
Statesboro Police Deprtment

and/or career path or finding out what you can do with your major
January 15tn
February 8"1
March 12th
April 7th
Students, Alumni & Faculty Come Join Us For. The

Education Career Day

March 4, 1999 • Russell Union • 9am to 1pm

•Travis Lynn Crosby, 18, of 112 Dodd
Cir., was charged with criminal
tresspass.
•Robert Thomas Jaeckel, 18, of 19
Greenwood Ave., was charged with driving with an expired tag.
•Josh A. Snyder, 20, of Campus
Court Yard 127, was charged with a
violation of the noise ardinance.

January 9

•Jeremy Allen Dean, 19, of 406 Main
St., violated the noise ordinance.
•Blake Alan Waters, 19, of Belfast
Lodge, was charged with disorderly conduct.
•Jason Andrew Kemp, 19, of Towne
Club Apt. #98, was charged with criminal tresspass.
•William Brian Sopp, of Towne Club
Apartments, reported theft by taking.

January, 8

Before Attending the Career Day Don't Forget To Attend:

Making The Most of the
Education Career Day

rd

Place: Career Services CRC • Tuesday, Feb. 23 , 5pm
Wednesday, Feb. 17th, 5pm • Monday, March 1st, 4pm
It takes the average person 9 months to 1 year to find j
employment. So that means GSU students need to begin to
think about the Job Search in their Junior year.
Juniors Please Attend:

Career Services Junior Reception
February 15th • Career Services, CRC
1047 Williams Center • 2-5pm

Special Career Programs
Supported By Career Services
Careers In Health Behavior

February 8th, 5-6pm • 2070 Russell Union
Facilitator: Dr. Diane Hamilton, Assistant Professor
Health and Kinesiology

Career Service Satellite

Career Services Satellite Office for the College of Business
Administration allows Career Services to expand its services to
business students, faculty & alumni. This office provides one
stop shopping for COBA students.
Hours of Operation, are:
Monday: Walk-ins 9am-Noon, 1-4pm
Tuesday: Appointments
Wednesday: Appointments
Thursday: Walk-ins 9am-Noon & at
Career Services CRC from 1-5pm
Friday: Walk-ins 9am-Noon
For more information about the office or to make an appointment,
please contact: Angela Clark, Career Service Specialist
2200 COBA • Phone: 912/681-0516 • Fax: 912/681-0648
e-mail: angelac@gsvms2.cc.gasou.edu
Special Services For MBA Students by the COBA Satellite
Walk-ins, 5-6pm on: 1/19, 2/16, 3/4, 3/22, 4/6, 4/22
Resume Writing Workshop
2/14: Contact Angela Clark for time & location

Cooperative Education
With more than a million college graduates
entering the workforce each year, it is likely
that many graduates will have some
difficulty finding a career position in their
field of study, usually because of lack of
practical work experience. GSU's Co-op
program can give you practical experience and the
competitive edge it takes to find a job when you graduate.
Meet with Warren Riles, Co-op Coordinator to learn more
about the Co-op program.
Walk-In Hours: Every Monday & Wednesday 9am-1pm

"Seniors & Alumni, are you interested in any

Career Services Recruitment Activities (in other words,
what companies are willing to come to campus to .
interview)? If so, then join our listserve, EMPLOYU!!"
Send an e-mail message to :
listproc@gsaix2.cc.gasou.edu
_Subject: (Don't put anything)
_Message: Subscribe EMPLOYU your first name your last
name.
_Example: Subscribe EMPLOYU Connie Franklin
_(Shut off signature)

Lil' tikes support hockey, too

January, 10

January 10

Deciding a major

•Zachary Cover reported his
Cannondale bicycle was missing from Southern Courtyard.

•Christopher LeShay Johnson, of
2005 McElveen Pond Rd., reported disorderly conduct.

•Joshua Tomas reported
some food and two shirts were
missing from Dorman Hall.

;■

January, 9

•Thomas French reported a
Nintendo set, games and some
books were missing from
Johnson Hall.
•Stephen Matthew Rice, 17,
2028 Plantation Pointe, was
arrested and charged with missing from Johnson Hall.

January, 8
•Alexander Shade reported
a cellular phone was missing
from Sanfor Hall.
•Nathan Voytek reported a
Trek bicycle was missing from
the Southern Courtyard bike
rack.
•Farrah McCullough reported her purse was missing
from the Russell Union.

Sarah Trucksis

MOVE OVER FOOTBALL HERE COMES HOCKEY: These
two young sports fans are cheering on their favorite team at the
inaugural "rumble in the rink" sponsored by Memorial Health and
the Savannah Sports Council. The event pitted club hockey teams
from rival universities in the south in a contest to win the Thrasher
Cup. The event drew 7,000 people over the course of the weekend
and will be used as a gauge to determine whether a minor league
hockey team would be well supported in Savannah.

TITLE IX, FROM PAGE 1

January, 7

•Dot Leon Hagins, 19, was charged
with armed robbery.

The Lady Eagle indoor and
outdoor track teams will count
GSU Police Department
as two separate athletic programs, raising the number of
January, 11
GSU female programs to a total
• Robert West reported some graffiti
of nine. Both programs could
on the sidewalk near the ROTC Buildprovide as many as 25 to 30 rosing
ter positions.
In order to satisfy budget limitations which accompany the inCompiled by Chris
troduction of two new sports,
Brennaman
men's cross country and men's
swimming and diving, had to be
cut.
"After completing our study
and reviewing our finances, it
became apparent we needed to
discontinue two programs in order to facilitate the origination
of two others," Baker said. "Unfortunately, anytime you involve
OMAHA, Neb. (AP) —The Nebraska Health System has agreed
the welfare of student-athletes
to sell its six outpatient kidney dialysis centers in Nebraska and
and coaches, it becomes an arduIowa to a private dialysis provider.
ous decision."
Under an agreement signed Dec. 31, Renal Management Inc. will
But the cuts adversely affected
purchase Nebraska Health System dialysis centers in Omaha,
the athletes Johnson said.
Kearney, Grand Island and in Council Bluffs, Iowa, Shenandoah,
"Most of us have trained our
Iowa, and Harlan, Iowa.
entire lives-since we were four
It also plans to expand dialysis services in the region.
or five years old," he said. "We
The purchase price was not released because of a confidentiality
are proud to swim for Georgia
clause in the agreement, said Dr. Stephen Smith, chief medical
Southern. Now we feel like
officer for the Nebraka Health System.
they're slamming the door in
our faces."
According to Baker, the scholarships of the affected male athletes will still be honored.
"We have assured those affected student-athletes, that the
athletics department will fulfill
its existing scholarship obligations until the completion of their
eligibility," he said.
While the Southern Conference conducts full-fledged championship competition in its
women's indoor and outdoor
track and field programs, it does
not promote men's swimming as
an official sport.
Johnson said that despite the
lack of Southern Conference proEditors Note: Police Beat appears in
every issue of The George-Anne in an
effort to inform the GSU community of
the -.amount, nature and location of
crimes. All reports are public record
and as such are obtained from the Statesboro Police Department and the GSU
Division of Public Safety.

NATIONAL NEWS BRIEF

Neb. sells dialysis centers

And it begins all over again!

The George-Anne officially welcomes GSU
back to school.

How Would
You Score?
MCAF

Take a Free Test Drive

and find out!
Saturday, January 16th @ 10am
Sponsored by Beta Beta Beta
Call today to reserve your seat!

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST
www.kaplan.com

•MCAT is a registered trademark of tne Association o! American Medical Collages

motion, the team still feels like it
is an important part of GSU athletics.
n
"We have a chance of winning
the conference this year," he said.
"We're not bad swimmers and
we're not giving up. We want towin to prove to the school that we,
count."
GSU men's and women's cross .
country coach Todd Lane has
been appointed by Baker to head
the start-up of GSU's women
track program. Lane, who recently finished his second season as a member of the GSU
coaching staff, also served as
assistant track and field coach
at St. Cloud (Minn.) State University prior to his move to GSU.
Lane is enthusiastic about
being the Lady Eagle track .
team's inaugural coach.
• "I'm pretty pumped about
that," Lane said. "And that's one *!
of the reasons why I decided to
come to this school. I think it's- ■
great for the state of Georgia and ,
women's athletics."
However, GSU currently does
not have facilities for indoor/outdoor track and some wonder how
popular a sport women's track is.
"The question of iust how
many high school athletes com-' ■
pete in track and field is.. .a question some have raised," Sherwood
said. "After all, no one wants to
add a sport at GSU that does not" •
have mass appeal for the stu-* dents who willbe paying to further their education at GSU."
In addition to the new women's'
track program, the GSU athletic •
department currently sponsors-"
women's sports in volleyball,
cross country, soccer, swimming,
basketball, softball and tennis. ■
—Jamie Hodges, KelleyMcGonnell and Allison Taylor contributed to this story.

India sets up new naval
command in the Bay of Bengal

NEW DELHI, India (AP) — India plans to set up a new naval
command in the Bay of Bengal, apparently to block China's reported <.
surveillance posts in the region', a domestic news agency reported.
last Sunday.
Defense Minister George Fernandes said the naval command in .
the Andaman and Nicobar Islands will come up in the next few.,
weeks, Press Trust of India news agency quoted him as saying in an
interview. The Far Eastern Naval Command will help authorities
increase anti-piracy operations in the chain of islands, which stretch .
from Myanmar to Indonesia. In recent months, Fernandes has .
accused Chinese authorities of setting up surveillance bases in Myanmar's Coco Islands, which are a continuation of the Andaman i
and Nicobar islands. China has denied the allegations.

i
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Couple turns basement into shrine

ONLY IN AMERICA...

© Oregon
Cougar or kitty cat:
sometimes it's hard
to tell the difference
The Associated Press

ALBANY— Police rushed to
the scene when a caller said a
cougar had been spotted in a
field near Oak Elementary
School, and the two officers took
up a position on the perimeter.
Peering through binoculars
from a distance of six to seven
city blocks, they spotted the ferocious feline: a domestic house
cat, probably a calico.
' Cougars don't usually have
orange faces with white chests,
the officers noted.
' They cleared the incident
with their dispatcher at 10:15
a.m. last Monday with one notation: Sure, it was just a calico,
b'ut it was a really big one.

© U.S. Virgin Islands

Robbers take victim's
money and then drive
him home
The Associated Press

CHRISTIANSTED—Robbers drove a man to a bank

The Associated Press

machine in the U.S. Virgin Islands and forced him to withdraw
money, then gave him a lift home,
police reported last Sunday.
They said unidentified men
broke into the man's home near
Frederiksted, St. Croix last Friday, took the family's valuables,
then took him to the bank machine and forced him to withdraw $500, the maximum
amount the machine would dispense.
They then returned him home
unharmed, police said.
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©New York

Popeye weds Olive
Oyl, sort of...

In the official comic strip,
the spinach-munching sailor
remains "part of an eternal
triangle, forever," said
Smith, referring to Popeye,
Olive and Popeye's longtime
nemesis, Bluto.
The eternal bachelor will
keep his catch-phrase "I yam
what I yam," and he'll keep
cackling his longtime line,
"Next time I'm in port, we'll
get married."
Popeye first met the stickthin Olive in 1929, when he
discovered the stowaway
aboard his ship.

The Associated Press

NEW YORK — After 70
years, Popeye is finally tying
the knot with Olive Oyl.
Just not real tight.
"This story is a one-shot
fantasy," Claudia Smith of
King Features Syndicate said
of "The Wedding of Popeye
and Olive."
The special-edition comic
book is now in production at
Ocean Comics, an independent company under contract
to King.

Ocean Comics publisher
Bob Palin will be shipping
thousands of the new
Popeye comic books to
wholesalers next month, to
be distributed to retailers.
What inspired him to
spin new life into an old
tale?
The bottom line is: the
bottom line.
"I really liked the character. And I thought I could
sell some copies if we did a
wedding," said Palin. Plus,
"I think marriage is good
for him."

N. Y. strip club now admits children
NEWBURGH, N.Y. (AP)—
Robert Hopkins' strip club wasn't
oppn long before he put a sign up
outside advertising that the place
was open to minors.
;As long as they are accompanied by an adult, of course.
>By doing so, Hopkins hoped his
club Lips would avoid being considered an "adult establishment"
under city law and not be shut
down by the city because ofzoning
violations.
The move recently worked for
a New York City strip club trying
to avoid closure.
"It is an easy way we found ofnot
arguingwith the town over the adult
establishment law," Hopkins said.
"If we didn't have an argument with
the town, we could just make it a
normal above-18 admission. This is
a technicality."
As an adult establishment, Lips
would be in violation of
Newburgh's zoning laws because
it is too close to a residence and
across the street from an adult
bookstore. But because he now
admits minors, Hopkins says Lips
doesn't fall under the city's definition of an adult establishment.
Hopkins is using a loophole in

Russian priest
baptizes baby,
setting off
hand grenade
I!

You Survived The
Holidays!

New gel the gifts yeu really wanted!

Shopping.com

^§j%

^©£<I Your source for Back-to-School Everything!
Sign up lor a
Maximixer Account/j^""' uL
•Earn Bonus Dollars
V&"' *vG
- Free E- Newsletter
X^'e G(£«
•Personalized Shopping.List
""'
•Free Email)

The Associated Press

MOSCOW—A drunken
Russian Orthodox priest accidentally set off a hand grenade after baptizing a child,
injuring himself and the
baby's grandmother, a news
agency reported last Sunday.
The priest baptized the
child Saturday at his
grandmother's home in the
village of Putchino, in the
Yaroslavl region north of Moscow, ITAR-Tass said.
"After the baptism ceremony, the priest drank spirits with the grandmother and
accidentally removed the
safety pin from the grenade,"
the news agency quoted an
unidentified police spokesman as saying.
The spokesman said the
priest "so far cannot explain
where he got the grenade, but
insists he was not planning to
explode it."
Both the priest and the
baby's grandmother were hospitalized. The child was uninjured.
Hand grenade accidents are
not uncommon in Russia and
the former Soviet Union,
where cash-strapped soldiers
have been known to sell weaponry on the street.

SOO Minute Pro-Paid

Phone Cards

"Whenever we're home every
day, every evening, we're open,"
said Jack White. "Just call first."
"When people come down to the
basement their jaws drop. They
think I'm crazy. What's the purpose?' " said Jack White.
The Whites are devotional in
their purpose: "to keep the accordion alive."
But the devotion came about as
much by chance as their love for the
sounds of the instrument.
"About five years ago, we went to
a flea market and we saw this accordion. Itwas $40. Wejusthad to have
it," said Kathy White.
For Jack, 59, the accordion rekindled the past, when he was 11
years old taking accordion lessons;
for Kathy, 48, it revived the sounds
and music of growing up in an Italian family and inspired her to start
playingthe button-box. Italsomade
the Whites realize that the instrument of their childhoods may be on
the verge of extinction, marginalized
by synthesizers and electric guitars. Then came the obsession.
"In the first phase, we were just
(collecting accordions) for ourselves
seeing how many we could find.
People were happy to get rid of
them, no one wanted them," said
Kathy White. "But to us, they were
handmade and no two were the
same."

agle t
ntertainment

away," said James V. Morrill, the
building inspector. "Therefore, it
does exclude minors."
Hopkins said he doesn't like
the idea of allowing children into
a strip club, but does it because he
believes Newburgh's laws are
unconstitutional. By banning
adult businesses within 1,000 feet
ofahome, house ofworship, school
or other adult business, Hopkins
said it didn't leave him any other
space in the city to operate.
"We are in the designated district," he said. "We are in the
Industrial-2 zone, where you could
almost produce nuclear warheads,
and still there are residences allowed here. We're not being cavalier about letting minors in. We
want to follow the letter of the
law."
Only one minor has tried to get
into the club since it opened, but
he was turned away because he
couldn't prove the man accompanying him was a legal guardian.
In order to get into Lips, as with
Ten's, a parent or legal guardian
must accompany the child, tour
the club first and sign a waiver
accepting responsibility.The minor must sign a waiver, too.

the city law similar to one the
New York City club, Ten's World
Class Cabaret, found in the city
laws there last year. Numerous
cities and states also have laws
with similar loopholes.
Ten's, located in Manhattan's
East Side, was permitted to remain open after a State Supreme
Courtjustice ruled that it "cannot
be defined as an adult eating and
drinking establishment if it does
not exclude minors."
City lawyers have appealed the
Supreme Court decision and the
City Council has decided to change
the definition of an adult establishment in the city's laws. Arguments were scheduled in the case
for this week in the Appellate
Division in Manhattan.
Newburgh city officials say they
too are not going to back down
from strip clubs trying to get
around the law.
Lips was charged with violating
the city's zoning ordinances almost
as soon as it opened Dec. llbecause
thedty'sbufldinginspectordeclared
it an adult club even if it sometimes
does admits minors.
"If a minor shows up without a
parent, the minor would be turned

CLEVELAND — When Jack
and Kathy White went looking for
their dream home, they had only
two requirements: a large basement
and a long driveway.
Their dream was simple: to find
a home that could double as the
area's first and only accordion museum.
"We were living in a house in
Lakewood, trying to display our
accordions. But we couldn't even
walk around. There were just too
many lying all over the floor. So we
had to move," said Kathy White.
After finding a brick ranch in
Rocky River that had ample space
and parking in December 1997, the
couple spent five months renovatingthebasement, until... theyrolled
out the Cleveland Accordion Museum.
The meticulously ordered basement shrine features more than
200 accordions on four thick, custom-built, wooden shelves; 10,000
pieces of accordion sheet music;
hundreds of old accordion-music 78s;
and "tribute" walls dedicated to
Frankie Yankovic and "Cleveland's
Best" polka performers and bands.
But, unlike most museums, this
homespuninstitutiondoesn'tcharge
an admission and is always open.
And the Whites will even share a
meal with their visitors, for free.

"Your Student Entertainment Connection"

An exciting multimedia trip
through the 80s with
BARRY DRAKE, one of rock
music's foremost historians
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Russell Union TV Lounge

Show Times

Thursday, Jan. 14
5:30 pm& 8:00 pm
Friday, Jan. 15
7:00 pm & 9:30 pm
Admission: $1
Russell Union
Theater
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Our Opinion
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Now you have a chance to "talk back" to The GeorgeAnne about whatever floats your boat. It's a quick, easy
way to write a mini-ietter to the editor. Fill out this form
and send it to P.O. Box 8001, or drop it by The GeorgeAnne office at Williams Center room 223.
Name:

LB.:

Phone:

Your words of wisdom:

LETTER AND SUBMISSION POLICY
The George-Anne welcomes letters to the editor, story submissions and
guest columns from people both inside and outside the Georgia Southern
University Community. All copy submitted should be typed (double-spaced,
please), preferably on Macintosh disk in Microsoft Word or Microsoft Works
format. All submissions must be signed and include a mailing address and
phone number for verification. The editors reserve the right to reject any
submission. There is no word limit on submissions. A writer may request to
remain anonymous. However, it will be the editor's decision whether or not
to print the name. Submissions are run on a space-available basis.
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Too many questions, not enough answers

There is a lot of uprising controversy over the athletic
department's recent use of NCAA Title IX to terminate
two male sports teams: men's swimming and diving,
along with cross country, in order to meet Title IX
responsibilities.
The cuts to the men's department will spark the
creation of women's indoor and outdoor track to be
added to athletics next year.
However, although it is awesome that women's sports
are being treated on the same level as men we are
wondering if there is enough interest to fill a women's
track team. Moreover, since there are not currently any
facilities on campus or the women to compete, is it really
fair to bring determined and dedicated athletes to compete against other athletes that might have proper
facilities to be trained?
Furthermore, what happens to the male athletes that
GSU recruited to represent the university. Are they
tossed aside and forgotten? Would we do this to our
football team?
Was this a rash decision that perhaps wasn't entirely
thought out?
We feel that we have asked the right questions but
something still seems to be missing. This entire situation just doesn't make sense.
The only thing that we have really learned for sure is
that the more we think about it, the more questions we
come up with and the more confusing the entire situation is. Is the situation good, is the situation horrific, is
it a combination of the both?
We need to get to the bottom of this sticky situation
and we need your help to do it.
So, wjite us, email us, drop by and chat with us.
We encourage students, staff, faculty, athletes and
non-athletes at GSU to tell us what they think.
Maybe then we can actually make sense out of the
entire situation.

Liked By Many,
Cussed By Some...
Read By Them All
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Where have you gone, John Wayne?

Are there any heroes left in
America? Are there any men left
who can walk a little bit taller
than the rest of us? It used to be
we had lots of them. Presidents,
actors and sports players were
all looked upon for their merit,
not their personal lives at one
time. Not any more though.
Sadly, America has no John
Wayne for today.
There never has been a perfect hero. Not 100 percent at
least. If you look into their private lives, no one can be a hero.
But there was a time when we
chose to ignore that.
Our successors looked on
achievement. Wyatt Earp rode
into Tombstone, Arizona, looking to make as much money off
the people as possible, yet, based
on what good he did, rode out a
legend. Babe Ruth was a nasty
little man to be around, sources
say, but God, look at the mark he
left on America.
As far as presidents go, at one
time they, too, were our heroes.
John F. Kennedy is still looked
at to this day as being one of the
greatest Presidents ever. I mean,
the man faced off and won against
the Soviets, and he waltzed into

CHRIS BRENNAMAN
ASST. NEWS EDITOR/COLUMNIST
Congress one day and announced
that, yes, by 1969, we would have
a man on the moon. He was a
hero and is still considered one.
But look at his private life. He
was notorious for commiting
adultry and was rumored to be

Why is he under fire? Because as a society, we have decided that we are better off without heroes.
We let the media and trash
journalists pry into the secret
lives of these, people and ruin

WE LET THE MEDIA AND TRASH JOURNALISTS PRY
INTO THE SECRET LIVES OF THESE PEOPLE AND
RUIN THEM AND WE BEG FOR MORE.
sleeping with Marilyn Monroe.
But the people ignored that because it was not their business.
It was between him and his wife.
We're burning Bill Clinton at
the stake for having an affair
with an intern. You can argue
that it's because he lied under
oath, but we all know that the
question never should have been
asked. It's between him and
Hillary.

them and we beg for more. We
can't get enough garbage on our
heroes. Let's ruin them all.
Mark McGuire broke the home
run record this year and raised
the standard in baseball. He has
the makings of a true American
hero. He gives to charity and
endorsed very little. Yet the day
after he broke the record, the
media was abuzz with the news
that McGuire used drugs to get

his bulk. Legal drugs, mind you.
Why should that be an issue?
Why try to bring him down? My
brother uses the same weight
gainers that he does. You can
get them at any GNC health
store. We don't want a hero.
John Glenn, classic American
hero, went back into space. The
man is a living reminder as to
what makes this nation great.
What did we do? We said he was
a j oke, that NASA was only pulling a publicity stunt. So what?
Another hero sullied by our hunger for garbage.
Our grandparents had the right
idea. If a man or a woman does a
job right and inspires us to be our
best, then let him or her be. They
knew that their heroes were human. They knew that they had
weaknesses. But don't we all?
Perhaps one day, in the far
future, we'll allow ourselves to
have giants walk among us. But
with all the websites and news
magazines dedicated to dirt, I
doubt I'll see it in my lifetime.
For now, the heroes will remained tarnished or completely
anonymous. Where are you,
John Wayne? He's still here. We
just don't want him.

How to keep your New Year's Resolutions
Its official—1998 is really gone and a new year is
finally here. If you are anything at all like me you've
probably heard Prince's
"1999" just about one too
many times.
With the return of the
NBA and The Atlanta Falcons winning streak 1999
is starting to look pretty
good. At the beginning of
every year many of us make
promises to ourselves to do
something better, become
better people so that we,
too can live a better overall lives.
We vow to keep these
"resolutions" for the entire
year, and unfortunately
many of us do not make it
past the first week. To
those determined souls who
truly believe that they can
make it to 2000 I offer the
five step "Maintain Resolution" program.
The first step is to decide
what your resolution will
be and give it a new name.
Becoming a calmer person
is now "Operation Chill",
working out is simply
"Buff, and saving money
is renamed "Extra."
By naming this resolution we take control of the

situation. The most popular resolutions include losing weight, making better
grades, stopping smoking,
getting more involved in

would like to improve?" It
is important to remember
that a plan without action
is just a plan. We have to
take action in order to be

OPERATION "GET TO IT" HAS ALREADY BEEN
TAKEN APART (AS I WRITE THIS COLUMN A DAY
LATE) BUT "THE A-TEAM" IS STILL IN EFFECT—
I'LL LET YOU KNOW HOW IT GOES.

campus activities, and exercising.
Step two is to design a
strategic plan of action. It
may be good to write it
down and place it somewhere that you can refer to
it daily, such as on a wall
or door. If the goal is to
exercise more then the plan
should include when and
where the exercising will
take place. The plan should
answer the questions "what
will you do and how you

successful.
Step three is to assemble
an effective group of allies
to help you fight the resolution war.
Although it seems easy
enough, finding friends
who are strong, dedicated,
encouraging, and dependable is not an easy task.
If your goal is to make
better grades, then you
should study with your
friends who list academics
as one of their top priori-

ties.
This is not to say that
you should completely drop
those persons who choose
to go out every night—instead you can offer encouragement and hang out with
them after you've gotten
that A.
Step five is both the easiest and most difficult step
of all— Just do it! This
requires a mind that is focused and a heart that is
ready and willing to
change.
A new year is a chance
for us to reinvent ourselves.
All of the bad grades, old
relationships, boring jobs,
and classes are all gone
with the wind.
A fresh, new, invigorating, exciting day is here and
an even more spectacular
day is about to come.
Two of my New Year's
resolutions were to stop
procrastinating and to
make the dean's list that I
have been absent from for
two years.
Operation "Get To It" has
already
been
taken
apartlas I write this column a day late) but "The
A-Team" is still in effect—
I'll let you know how it goes.

George-Anne
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Your Opinion
Cross Country alum, former editor questions decision to drop men's programs
Editor:
Recently, GSU announced the
formation of a woman's indoor
and outdoor track and field team
for the 1999-2000 school year. I
would like to send my appreciation to the GSU athletic department for finally realizing that
we needed to join the rest of the
conference in sponsoring Division I track. While this addition
will allow more female high
school students throughout Georgia to continue their athletic endeavors on the Division I level, I
must address the bigger issue I
have with the athletic department at GSU.
I recently became aware of
another move by the athletic
department, this one was certainly not good news and it certainly was made in hopes no one
would even notice. The GSU
athletic department has decided
to no longer sponsor the men's
cross country team. You may
say this has little impact among
the student body, but the way in
which this decision was made
certainly should wave red flags
for any student interested in the
way GSU is run and [student]
money is spent.
As an undergraduate student
at GSU from 1990-1995,1 was a
member of the GSU men's cross
country team. I understand fully
the need for gender equity and
Title DC compliance, and I most
assuredly understand the fact
that money is where the bottom
line is. I am deeply upset how-

ever, that the university has decided to cut the men's cross country team in such a fashion so
reminiscent of the way the athletic department operated under
former ADs.
Many former coaches and student athletes (football, cross
country and other sports, too)
will know exactly what I am talking about. I had hoped that with
a new athletic department administration, things would be
better for the student-athletes
and the student body, I apparently was wrong.
I am not going to write about
how much I loved cross country
at GSU or anything so biased,
but I am going to ask for the
students and the faculty senate
to take a closer look at just how a
group of athletic department
personnel can do what "they
think" is the best for a school of
almost 15,000 students without
even consulting them or the over
700 full time faculty members.
If I were a student now at
GSU or a faculty member, I would
be very interested in just how
decisions like these are made.
Today it was men's cross country, tomorrow maybe it will be
the sport or the program you are
interested in or participate in. I
would venture to say that regardless of the information forwarded to the faculty senate, no
one on that senate received the
"whole story," but just what the
athletic department wanted
them to know.

What I have to say involves a
situation a few years ago at GSU
that is now of a greater concern.
A little information for you
first: the way in which the athletic department decided to cut
men's cross country was made
behind closed doors and with no
input from the faculty, students
and alumni. It's funny almost,
but the athletic department (under then AD Bucky Wagner) was
faced with a decision involving
the addition of another woman's
varsity sport. GSU had essentially been told they must do
something to comply further with
Title IX or else by the NCAA.
Sometimes colleges must do
away with men's sports in order
to balance out the Title IX requirements, and I understand
that.
The GSU athletic department
had decided they were either
going to now sponsor women's
track or soccer. It was a great
event for our female students;
they couldn't lose either way you
looked at it. I certainly congratulate former AD Wagner on
such a monumental decision.
GSU was cautious about adding
women's track because among
other things, we had no track.
We did have a soccer "stadium." Ultimately, GSU added
women's soccer. Amazingly, this
decision was made by the athletic advisory council and then
the final decision (adding
women's soccer) was presented
to the faculty senate with no fur-

ther information regarding how
they came to their decision. You
should see this pattern developing and obviously still being followed (no involvement of the students or the faculty senate). .
I could mention many events
and people in particular who
were involved in the track/soccer
decision, but thankfully those
people are no longer associated
with the athletic department at
GSU. Others, who were did everything requested of them to
provide the necessary information, have moved on because of
disgust or just contempt. Their
stories need not be told, but I do
have one thing to send along to
my honorable friends within the
athletic department...I hope all
decisions regarding the future of
student athletes are truly done
in their best interest.
Certainly you cannot rewrite
the past and please don't think I
am just carrying on some ill will
toward anyone. I am simply an
alumnus of GSU who is concerned the faculty senate and
the students may not be getting
the whole picture.
You entrust individuals with
power to make decisions that will
be in your best interest and you
cannot micromanage their performance, but maybe it is time to
look a little closer at the process
by which varsity programs at
GSU are done away with.

Tech wins the 'Rumble in
the Rink'

Sarah Trnnksis

DEFENSIVE ACTION:The Georgia Tech club hockey team brought
the first ever Thrasher Cup home to Atlanta with them after beating
both UGA and Tennessee in the "Rumble in the Rink." TfVey thrashed
UGA with an 8-1 score and four UGA game ejectlenson Sat. to seal
the title.

Florida wins both games,
still comes in second

Christopher Sherwood
GSU '95

Let us know what is on your mind. Send your letters
to the editor to P.O. Box 8001 or drop them off in
room 2023 of the Williams Center. You can also
check us out on-line at stud_pub@gasou.edu

Sarah Trucksis

CLEARING THE CREASE: The Florida Gators won boSi'their games
in the "Rumble" but did not take home the cup because pf a comeback
win to beat UT at 7-5. Ties were broken by comparing points scored by
against points scored against.

Up to 40% Off New Textbooks

•Only $4.95 shipping ... no
matter how many books ordered
• Guaranteed 30-day, no-hassle
return policy
• Fully secured transactions
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©

vars ity books. com

your online college bookstore

Geome-Anne

GSU on the road

The men's basketball team blewout The Citadel, 75-51, Tuesday night in Charleston, S.C. The
Eagles were led by guards Fernando Daniel, who scored 18 points, and Donta Humphries, who
chipped in 15. Thevictory gave GSU a 7-8 overall record and a 3-2 showing in the SoCon.

Baseball and Softball ready to start

The Lady Eagle softball team will begin play on Feb. 7 against Florida A&M in Tallahassee, FL.
Their home opener is scheduled for Feb. 14 vs. Georgia.
The Eagle baseball team will begin play in their home opener against Georgia Tech, Feb. 13.
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FROM THE
END ZONE
JAMIE
HODGES

WNFL? Don't laugh,
it could happen

It's fourth down and goal
from the UMass four yard
line. The Lady Eagles line
up for what will be the last
play of the game. The clock
at Max Finley Stadium
shows four seconds. The
score, UMass 49, GSU 45.
GSU quarterback Gabriella
Hill breaks out of the team
huddle and calls the play.
The ball is snapped. The
play is a handoff to Lady
Eagle fullback Abby
Peterson. No! It's a fake!
Hill keeps it herself and
scrambles out of the pocket,
looking for a receiver. The
Minutewomen pass rush is
in hot pursuit. Hill
pumpfakes the ball, and
brings it back in. She gets
ready to throw again, and
fires a pass to the back of
the end zone. It's caught!
It's caught! Carla Joyner
grabs the ball out of the air,
and the Lady Eagles have
just won their first I-AA
Football Championship!
Holy Mackeral! Holy
Mackeral! Holy Mackeral!
Okay, so maybe I'm
dreaming just a little bit.
We may not have a GSU
women's football team here
for quite a long time. But
that doesn't mean that it
will never happen. I do believe that one day there
will be women football
teams all over the country,
college and pro.
Before you fully convince yourself that I have
lost whatever few brain
cells I had possessed, let
me throw out a couple of
arguments first.
Female athletes have
constantly proved their
abilities to compete in
sports traditionally
thought of as male-only, all
throughout the history of
this country, especially recently. You want some examples? I thought you'd
never ask. Wrestling. Boxing. Baseball. Basketball.
And in each and everyone of these instances female athletes have more
than proved that they are
just as capable of excelling
at these sports as their
male counterparts are.
So why not football?
What would be wrong with
that? It's not like women
would be competing
against men; they would be
competing against themselves. And if women can
go out and serve in the
armed forces of this country, showcasing their combat skills out in the battlefield, why not the gridiron,
too?
I mean, let's get real.
What's the difference between football and hand-tohand combat anyway? Not
much. And I also think
that it would be fun to see.
Just like the WNBA, it
would be something new
and interesting to watch.
In fact, I'm all for starting
a new women's football
league. We could call it the
WNFL or something catchy
like that. It would work; I
know it would.
Okay, so maybe my elevator does not go up all
the way to the top. But if
this was fifty years ago,
and I told you that one day
there would be women basketball players and boxers,
you'd think I was on heavy
medication.

filler at Hanner!

By Reginald M. Farrell

Assistant Sports Editor

The oldest continuously published neivspaper in Bulloch County

It was one of those conclusions
that only Stephen King could
have created in one of his novels.
Saturday night, Eagle fans were
taken by surprise as the final
moments of their game versus
Furman ticked away. But in the
end, two much needed free throws
by Kashien Latham and a last
second layup by Fernando Daniel
would be the deciding factors in
GSU's 60-57 win over Furman.
With the victory the Eagles improved to 6-8 overall and 2-2 in
the SoCon.
"It's great. Everybody contributed," said Eagle forward Duane
Goebel. "We got into some foul
trouble at times during the game,
but the younger guys stepped up."
Coming into the game, GSU
had to face the challenge of matching up against a bigger, stronger
Furman team that came off a
convincing 69-47 win over the
Citadel. On the other hand, the
Eagles were not intimidated.
"Definitely not," said Goebel.
"We're a physical team even
though we're not their size."
In first half action, GSU would
score first off a layup by Duane
Goebel to take a 2-0 lead, but
Furman would begin to take
charge and outscore the Eagles
8-4 to gain an 8-6 lead. With
12:05 left in the half, Eagle guard
DeMarlo Slocum would drill a
three pointer to pull GSU out in
front 9-8. From there the Eagle
defense kept Furman from jumping out in front for the remainder
of the first period.
"The defense did a real good
job. We stepped up when the offense wasn't there," said forward
Kashien Latham. "Offense gets
the glory, but defense wins the
game."
At the 10:42 mark Furman
would manage to cut the GSU
lead to one and make it a 12-11
game. After that the Eagle offense came alive and ignited a
13-0 run to get ahead 25-11, taking a 14 point lead, their biggest
margin of the half. Furman center Daniel Quigley would bring
the Paladins to within eight to
make it 25-17 with 2:46 to go. In
the final minutes of the half, GSU
overpowered Furman 7-4 to take

a 32-21 lead at the break.
"I thought we played hard, but
our decision making was poor,"
said GSU head coach Gregg
Polinsky. "We wanted Furman
to match our intensity; we didn't
want to match theirs."
As a matter of fact, the Eagles
shot ll-of-24 from the field and
3-of-5 from three point range.
Also, GSU owned the boards,
outrebounding Furman 20-5.
In the second half of play
Furman came roaring back, reducing the E agle lead to four with
12:12 to go, making it a 39-35
contest. But the Eagles would
continue to stay up by building a
solid 56-45 cushion with 7:46 remaining.
Later in the game, the Paladins would spark a 12-0 surge to
take a 57-56 lead at the 1:05
mark. And with 8.5 seconds to go,
the suspense would build as forward Kashien Latham was fouled
and sent to the line to shoot two
free throws. Latham would make
both shots to put the E agles ahead
58-57.
"I couldn't think clear because
I knew I had to make those shots,"
said Latham. "Once I made them,
I felt real good."
With 4.5 seconds left, Furman
had the last possession and a
chance to pull off a miracle, but
GSU point guard Donta
Humphries would come up with
a big steal and get the ball to
Fernando Daniel to score the final basket as time ran out, putting the Eagles on top for good.
"Itfeltrealgood,"Lathamsaid.
"It wasn't the fact that we won, it
was how we won."
Leading the Eagles in scoring
was DeMarlo Slocum with 10
points. Edward Keith, Hamp
Jones and Quentin Martin each
contributed with eight points.
For Furman, Marcus Dilligard
led all scorers with 12 points and
Daniel Quigley was the second
leading scorer with 10 points.
After the game, Coach
Polinsky commented on his
team's performance.
"It was great. You have to
get some rewards for your efforts," Polinsky said. "It (the
win) gives us a lot of confidence
heading into other conference
games."
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GSU Swimming and
Diving teams beaten by
Western Kentucky
By Jamie Hodges

Sports Editor

Cory Brooks

IF YOU DON'T KNOWL.NOW YOU KNOW! The GSU Eagle basketball
team is sending a stern message out to the rest of the SoCon in the early
league games so far. Refusing to be pushed around any longer by league
opponents, the Eagles followed up their thrilling 60-57 win over Furman,
with a 75-51 stomping of the Citadel in Charleston Tuesday night.

The Western Kentucky
Hilltoppers swimming and diving teams were not the only opponent that the GSU men's and
women's swimming team had to
battle last Friday afternoon.
Coming off a brutal Christmas
tournament, both the Eagle and
Lady Eagle swimming team
fought through tired legs and
sore muscles, but eventually fell
to the Hilltoppers in front of a
home crowd at Hanner Natatorium.
Western Kentucky defeated
the GSU men, 124-105, and the
GSU women, 133-94.
"It was probably one of the
better teams we feel like we
played so far this year," said
Derek Chaput, GSU men's swimming and diving coach. "It was
certainly a very excellent meet
for us."
Despite the loss, both GSU
men and women put up some
strong individual performances.
Eagle diver Scott Carlisle recorded first-places off both the
one-meter (235.05) and threemeter (271.20).
"That was a career-best score
for Scott, so I think we're definitely moving in the right direction," Eagle diving coach Chancy
Wilson said. "Hopefully, we'll
show our best dives come (Southern States) Championships.
That's our major goal."
On the GSU women's side,
two second-place finishes by
Lady Eagle Lisa Urich (200 Free,
200 Breast) led the team.
"I was real happy about how
we swam," said Anne Marie
Wozniak, GSU's women's swimming coach. "Our team was real
tired, coming off the team trip
(during Christmas), and we
played pretty well. I was proud
of them. They put forth a very
good effort."

ETSU comes back late to beat Lady Eagles
By Jamie Hodges
Sports Editor

The East Tennessee State
Lady Buccaneers clipped the
Lady Eagles' wings last Saturday night, and snapped the Lady
Eagles' ,four-game winning
streak with an 81-78 victory over
GSU in front of the Hanner
Fieldhouse crowd.
ETSU (6-9, 3-3 SoCon) came
back from a 16 point defecit late
in the second half to steal the
game away from GSU (5-9, 4-2
SoCon).
"We quit; it's just that
simple,"Lady Eagle head coach
Rusty Cram said, explaining his
team's second half letdown.
"They (East Tennessee) wanted
it more than we did."
The loss dropped GSU from a
first place tie in the Southern
Conference race.
"I'm disappointed," Cram said,
commenting on the Lady Eagles
losing their first place status in
the league. "But I'm not worried
about places right now. I'm worried about playing 40 minutes of
basketball."
GSU led East Tennessee State
throughout most of the contest.
The Lady Eagles took control of
the game early, and expanded on
their 39-31 half-time lead on a
Tondra Warren short jumper at
the beginning of the second half.
East Tennessee countered
with some runs of their own,.and
actually retook the lead off of

and a layup by Lady
Buc forward Shawn
Thompson, and cut
GSU's lead to 60-58.
But after that, the
Lady Eagles unleashed their lethal
full-court press that
forced the Lady Buccaneer offense to
turn the ball over.
Steals by Lady Eagle
guards
Nikita
Whatley and Danna
Simpson ignited an
offensive explosion
that saw GSU rip off
14
unanswered
points.
The Lady Eagles
used the run to go
out in front 74-58,
and with more than
six minutes left, appeared to have the
game in total command.
But then the
Hans Knoepfel
ETSU offense struck
ROSIE ARNOLD cuts through the East Tennessee State defense for a driving layup
back like lightning.
in Saturday action at Hanner Fieldhouse. ETSU overcame a 16 point second half
GSU stopped pressdefecit to come back and defeat the Lady Eagles.
ing and the Lady
Bucs took advantage. EastTennesee
Lady Buc guard Heather
their lead and extended it back went on a 18-2 run, which was
Edmondson's three pointer from
up to six points on Warren's post highlighted by the play of
the left corner. Edmondson's
up basket off a Tori Durrett as- Edmondson. The senior guard
basket gave ETSU a 47-46 adsist. Warren's shot gave the Lady also took advantage of GSU's 1vantage with 14 minutes left in
Eagles a 60-54 lead midway 2-2 zone, bombing two threethe ball game.
through the second half. ETSU pointers during the Lady Bucs'
GSU immediately regained
countered again with a jumper comeback run. Her second three-

point bomb tied the game 76-76
with 3:35 left in the game.
Meanwhile, the Lady Eagles'
offense went into a deep freeze,
and suffered a four minute scoring drought. GSU appeared
stunned by the huge turnaround
in a game they thought they had-,
sealed up.
',
"I don't know what happened ,'*
Durrett said. "We stopped re-^
bounding and we stopped pressing. And we went to a zone,'
(defense) and we seemed to let^
down."
Cram said the reason he de-»
cided to change defenses wasl
to rest the tired legs of the unit"
that was already out on thefloor.
'.
"They had gotten winded,'
the combinati'on I had out onthe floor," Cram said. "So we.
went back and tried to hide"
(those tired legs.) into the zone."
They had one good shooter-,
(Edmondson), and we let her,
have a field day."
The Lady Bucs went ahead on"
a Carla McKinny layup, and al-'
though Tondra Warren tied ihe\
game again, 78-78 on a short"'
jumper. Three free throws byi
Christina Ervin was enough forj
ETSU to steal the win. A last!*
second desperation shot bySimpson fell off the mark.
"It's disappointing that we got,'
beat on our own floor in a game'
we thought we clearly had,"*
Cram said.
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Lady Eagles' tenacious 'D' tames Wildcats

By Jamie Hodges

Sports Editor

After coming off a sluggish 18 start, GSU's women basketball
team extended their winning
streak to four games with a 8681 victory over the Davidson
Wildcats at Hanner Fieldhouse
last Wednesday evening.
With the victory over
Davidson (8-4, 3-2 SoCon) GSU
improved their overall standing
to a respectable 5-8 record and a
4-1 mark in the Southern Conference, while at the same time
putting a halt to the Wildcats'
seven game winning streak,
which included victories over bigger schools such as UNC-Charlotte and East Carolina.
The Lady Eagles' victory
placed them into a three-way tie
for first place in the Southern
Conference with UNC-Greensboro and Furman .
"It was a very good help for
our self-esteem," GSU guard Tori
Durrett said. "I believe that's
the best thing we as a team got

til!

out of this victory. Everybody
did well, stepped up, and took on
the challenge. I'm very proud of
this team."
After GSU took a 43-39 halftime lead over Davidson, the
Wildcats responded with a 10-2
outburst that saw them retake
the lead 49-45 on a Jamie Brown
layup.
Minutes later, Davidson took
their biggest lead of the night,
57-48, on a Leah Uhernik
fastbreak layup.
But then GSU's full-court
press broke Davidson's back, and
in similar fashion to the Lady
Eagles' victory over Appalachian
a couple of nights before, GSU's
second half defense overwhelmed
the Wildcats.
The Lady Eagles received
key minutes from their bench,
led by Lauren Langley,
Svfitlana Trjeskal and Danna
Simpson.
Like sharks smelling blood,
the Lady Eagle defense starting swarming all over the

Wildcats.
Simpson and
Durrett were at the center of
the feeding frenzy, stealing
passes leading to fastbreak
opportunities and harassing
Davidson point guard Jen
O'Brien.
Cram kept sending fresh
troops into the fray, and the
depleted Wildcat corps were
ill-equipped to withstand the
onslaught.
"I think that our depth was
a big factor," Cram said.
"I thought we wore them
down. O'Brien is one of the
best point guards in the
league. But the combination
of Danna and Tori on defense
wore her down, and we were
able to keep O'Brien from running the show".
GSU reclaimed the lead,
62-61, on Sharon Mitchell's
two free throws with over nine
minutes left in the game.
After the Lady Eagles increased their lead to seven
points, the Wildcats went on

Langley steps up her game
sophomore campaign, she is
averaging 13 minutes a game.
Her point production has also
increased immensely, skyrocketing from 0.8 points a
game last year to 3.8 this year.
"Last year I was a little
afraid, being a freshman,"
Langley said. "But now that I
have more confidence I think
that I can give a lot more to
this team."
Langley is a former high
school teammate of Lady
Eagle freshman guard Alie
Rousseau.
Langley and
Rousseau made up the deadly
backcourt tandem at Marjorie
Stoneman Douglas High
School, located in the Miami
metro area.
Graduating a year earlier
than Rousseau, Langley said
that she is glad that she made
the choice to attend GSU.
"I'm just real excited about
being here," Langley said. "A
lot of people have helped me
here, especially my teammates."
Langley hails from an athletic family. Her father,
Michael Langley, played football at the United States Naval Academy in Maryland.
In fact, Lauren actually
considered playing basketball
for the Navy while in high
school.
"Basically it came down to
the Naval Academy and Georgia Southern," Langley said,
discussing where she wanted
to start her collegiate career,
Langley turned down a career in the military and decided to go to school to GSU.
"I just wanted a normal colHans Knoepfel
GAINING MOMENTUM: Sophomore guard Lauren Langley attributes lege life," she said. "Military
life didn't seem to suit me."
her improved play to having more confidence in her abilities.

By Jamie Hodges

she is also beginning to crack
the starting lineup. Langley
What a difference a year has already started six games
makes. Last year as a fresh- this season.
"It gives me a lot more conman, Lady Eagle guard
Lauren Langley saw limited fidence," Langley said, comaction. Spending most of her menting on her increasing
time on the bench, the Coral role on the team. "Having
Springs, Fla. native got a lot more confidence has also
of chances to sit, watch and helped me get more playing
seize the opportunity to con- time."
Langley's playing time has
tribute when she could.
That opportunity is com- almost tripled from a year
ing to fruition this season. ago. While a freshman, LanNot only is Langley receiving gley averaged only five mina lot more playing time; but utes a game. But during her

a rally.
Kerry Brown's post up basket cut GSU's lead to 79-78 at
the 2:19 mark in the second
half.
But the Wildcats were unable to overcome their fatigue,
due to their shallow bench.
"We're not as deep as Georgia Southern," Davidson Head
Coach John Filar said.
"We haven't developed that
depth yet. If you're going to
compete against Georgia Southern, then you better have some
depth. Rusty is going to play at
such a high tempo; if you can't
run with him, then your legs are
going to give."
The Lady Wildcats put up a
last gasp attempt at closing the
gap when Kerry Brown's two free
throws pulled Davidson to within
83-81 with 27 seconds left in the
ball game.
But two free throws by
Trjeskal, added by a Durrett foul
shot, put the game away for the
Larlv F,flP-les

.Hans Knoerjfe

CHA-CHINGI...CHA-CHING! Tori Durret cashes in on of GSU's many
fastbreak oDDOrtunities. created bvtheirferocious defense aaainst Davidson.
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WE DELIVER
THE GOODS
Wild Wing Cafe is delivering the "Best Wings
South of Buffalo" & much more to your door.
Give us a call for lunch or dinner.

Novelties, Gifts
& Body Piercing
by Rick

The Most Professional and Experienced in the "Boro"

•
•
•
•
•

Adult Novelties
Sterling Silver Jewelry
Smoking Accessories
Lava Lamps
Leather and Vinyl Lingerie

•
•
•
•
•

Beaded Curtains
Candles & Incense
Black Lights
Zippo Lighters
Fish Nets

#3 University Plaza
871*4054 '!b ufl

test punc
!<.,-•

Kicking His Way to the RAC!
Billv Blanks' _

<||

* The Future of RtnessX

Master Classes
4:30pm & 6:15pm

All participants must have a ticket to
"GET FIT" with Billy.

MUCI

it

Facu
on T

Sponsored By
THUR People Who Must
FBI Control Freak
SAT House Party with Rob
TUES Ben & Brandon

1 University Plaza

~

V/lvl 06 \w/JL/JC/V_y

For more information, call
Campus Recreation
and Intramurals 681-5436.

George-Anne
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Saddle up with the
GSU equestrian team

Multicultural GSU professor
talks fondly of home country
By Vanessa Bryant

Guest Writer

In her first year of teaching
Public Relations, Marie Len-Rios
has been an excellent example
of a multicultural professor.
Although she was raised in
Panama and speaks Spanish fluently, she has lived in several
parts of the United States and is
now settled in Statesboro.
Len-Rios said the Panamanian culture is "more touchyfeely" than the U.S. culture.
For example, when Panamanians greet each other, they
give each other a kiss on the
cheek or as Len-Rios puts it, "a
kiss in the air," a greeting for
hello.
If you do not know the person, you would not greet them in
this manner. This greeting only
applies to people who are introduced to each other in a social
gathering, she said.
In a business setting, people
greet each other with the traditional handshake. Len-Rios also
said that Panamanian food is a
lot like Spanish food, but it is "
less spicy."
"Panamanians don't eat spicy
foods. They do eat a lot of meat
like ground beef, pork and
chicken," she said.
One of her favorite dishes is
called Sancocho. It is a soup
that her grandmother made for
her when she was a little girl.
When Len-Rios was growing
up, she and her family did not
eat a lot of fruits and vegetables,
but they did drink a lot of fruit
juices. "Maracuya juice is my
favorite," she said.
One ofthe most popular fruits
in the Panamanian culture is
the plantain. Len-Rios said everyone uses this fruit for everything, soups, desserts and juices.
But there was one thing LenRios mentioned that most Americans don't know. Americans

throw out food when it turns
black and brown, an indication
that it is spoiled.
In the Panamanian society,
when plantains turn black they
are at their best. "When they
are black they are the sweetest."
A lot of fruits grow in Panama,
like tangerines and oranges,
which are seasonal.
Panamanians speak Spanish
with a little English. They have

lantic to the Pacific Oceans.
To look at the soft-spoken
Public Relations professor, you
could not imagine her participating in such a grueling, active
and challenging sport.
"In the Panama society participating in the Cayuco race was
like a rite of passage from youth
to adulthood," she said.
She only participated in the
Cayuco race once. She said the
World
Traveler:
Public
Relations
professor
Maria LenRios has
lived
in
different
parts of the
United
States.

Susan Smith

been accused of speaking the
worst kind of Spanish because
they frequently use slang words
that most Spanish-speaking cultures may not understand. "
Panamanians do not use the
worst kind of Spanish," Len-Rios
said.
No one who works with LenRios would have thought that
when she was a teenager she
entered a traditional Cayuco
race that is held in her country
each year.
Len-Rios was at the ripe old
age of 16 when she decided to
compete in the boat race through
the Panama Canal from the At-

experience that she gained and
endured will have a lasting impression for the rest of her life.
She said that the proper age
to compete in the trophy boat
race was between 15-21. She
competed in the race for the motivation and it was a part of her
culture. No one in her family
ever entered the race besides
her.
Len-Rios said that the day of
the race it was extremely hot.
The racers were responsible for
bringing their own water bottles
to prevent dehydration.
One of the sponsors for
Maria's team was the Armour

'Quite Riot' makes some noise at Legends

Luncheon Meat Company where
her godfather and a group of his
friends donated some money.
She could only recall two of
her sponsors that helped to contribute to the team. The other
was the Buzo diving company
which donated some supplies to
help the team build their boat.
She laughed when she said
that she and her team were responsible for building their own
boats even though they had no
experience with boats.
Once they figured out how to
build their boat they named it
"Satisfaction Guaranteed." They
chose this name because they
wanted something that could
give them that winning drive to
win the race.
Len-Rios' friend Veronica,
who was also a part of the team,
decided on the design for the
boat, which won an award for
the best decorated paddles
among the 52 boats.
She remembered all of the
things that happened to them in
the first two days of the race. On
the first day, she said, it was an
extremely short day and it took
them an hour to an hour and a
half to travel from Cristobal to
Gatun to Gamboa Lake where
they had to stay overnight on
the Atlantic side.
She remembered the second
day of the race as the worst. "It
was the hardest out of the three
days" because from the beginning of the race to the end, her
team had to be careful to maneuver around the big ships.
It took at least three hours on
this day to travel across the lakes
in the hot humid sun.
The team was looking forward
to the last day of the race. They
traveled from Gamboa Lake to a
little town site called Diablo
which is located in the Panama
Bay that ends on the Pacific side.
By the time the race was
over everyone on her team was
extremely sore. Unfortunately, Len-Rios and her crew
placed 49th in the race, but
she said she and her team
were glad to have been a part
of such an extraordinary
event.
Maria is very much an
American today in her career
as a Public Relations professor, but the influence of the
race and her earlier life in
Panama will always be an important part of her.

By Tamaya Huff
Staff Writer

"Horses are people, they talk
to you, you just have to listen,"
said Eleanor Ellis who is owner
of Evermore Farm and coach of
the equestrian team at GSU.
Now here's a concept that not
too many people consider, but
in Ellis's line of work, it's an
important part of her job.
Ellis is no stranger to the
equestrian sport, she worked in
the Intercollegiate Association
while she attended college and
"qualified every year to go to
nationals," she said.
After college she taught hunt
seat for 20 years, which is the
English style of horseback
riding. It was only after Ellis
had been a professor of physical
education at GSU for five years
when she decided to purchase
Evermore Farm and take on
the role of coach for the equestrian team.
Sitting beautifully on 35
grand acres, Evermore is home
to 41 stunning horses, and provides an excellent facility for
the riders to work.
Stephanie Smith, the president of the equestrian team,
compared current practices at
Evermore Farm to how they
were before.
"It used to be over at Wolf
Pen for five or six years. In this
barn (Evermore) we have a lot
re horses we can ride. At our
er barn there were 10 horses,
veral of them were problem
as," she said.
Coaching 18 riders since the
start ofthe season last October,
Ellis has worked closely with
the riders to prepare them for
upcoming competitions.
Preparation, however, isn't
the only key to success in formal horseback riding.
The other half of the equation is the horse. It doesn't matter how much homework you do
at home, it's a living, breathing
animal that has its own idea on
howit wants things done," Ellis
said.
Unfortunately, when a rider
attends competition, their horse
is picked as a result of a lottery.
They are also not allowed warmup time with the horse to become acquainted with how the
animal rides.
It's bad when, "a short rider
gets a tall horse, and a tall rider
gets a short horse...its funny.''
Ellis pointed out. But it hap-

pens, and the rider has no
choice but to cope with the situation.
Riders also have to deal with
the horse's temperaments.
They have likes and dislikes". Ellis said.
They are two year-old children that don't ever grow up
and there in their terrible two's
forever. Unfortunately, they're
1,400 pounds of terrible two's
and that makes it a little dangerous," she said.
The scariest thing that has
ever happened while being with
the horses is "having a horse
fall," she said.
Tve had a horse rear up and
flip over backwards on me. If
he reared up that would have
been fine, but he lost control
and came over."
Once the rider understands
their companion, a powerful
union is formed between rider
and horse.
Ellis believes that "the best
rider in the world cannot do it
without a good horse."
Accordingto Ellis, GStFsriders "can cope with a lot ofthings
that come up because we have
a good group of riders," she
says.
The team's active role in
competition October 17 proved
that the riders were exactly
that.
Each of these riders were
evaluated by how well they rode
the horse. Contrary to popular
belief they are "not judged on
how pretty the horse is," Ellis
said.
gpgf
Riding the horse is no easy
thing because the horse sometimes has other ideas. Ellis
jokes that when it comes to the
rules ofriding, "the horses don't
go out and read the rule book."
But this shouldn't discourage any future riders because
horses have a strong sense of
self preservation.
They are not going to hurt
themselves. If you are along
for the ride generally everything will be fine," she said.
If you are interested, the
equestrian sport is becoming
"a huge industry in this area
and in the country," Ellis said.
Many students at GSU
aren't familiar with the team, •
but are aware of the class.
"It is well known that there
are equestrian classes, but it is
not well known that there is an
equestrian team."
■
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GET READY...Quiet Riot's taking Legends by storm tomorrow night, with Another Man Down opening
the show. Come early and come all—this is one show you won't want to miss.

CONTACT LENS BUMS $50
EYEGLASS EXAMS

$35

Free Rx Sunglasses or 20% OFF

§^Monetary aWarbs gh'en to all participants selected for publication §

Buy 1 pair sunglasses at normal low price &
receive a free pair Rx Sunglasses or 20% OFF*

/ forms are available in the SMiscellany office on the seconb floor of the the

FRAMES START AT $50

*Offer expires July 1,1999. Some restrictions apply.

! PETER LANGENFELD, OD

625 Brannen Street, Suite 7, Statesboro
(912) 764-2020

P
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I
I

Doctor of Optometry
Adjacent Southern Eyecare ->
Across from the Mall, Statesboro

(912) 764-7777

GSU Blue Cross accepted. Prescriptions given out.
Valid Rx required to purchase contacts or eyeglasses.

/ ''Poems, short stories, essays, plaif scenes, music, photography.
prose, sculpture & ceramics, monologues. paintings & hraWinqs §

GSU SPECIALS

l We Match or Beat Local Contact Lens Prices

"VeabUne: ^February 5, 1999

'Williams Center 'Room 2009 $ Questions? 681-0565

SOUTHERN EYECARE *

®

OPEN SATURDAYS & WEEKDAYS

1-2 HOURS most glasses & bifocals. Custom orders 1-2 days
Mall

LA Waters
So. Eyecare & Dr^

Highway 80

t

Hardees

^'»ffk>. * -\ JJ

to**!***
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WAREHOUSE

FREE

§\voVJ^''
54
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Ttutf*

S\io^

2 NIGHTS FOR $2

\)an^ VJV

space in Xke

00

CallU681-5418

$2 50
(Largest Selection in Town)
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199 Northside Drive East • Statesboro - 489-4279
S

Monday
Nitro
Ribeye Night w/ 3 side choices $8.99
$1.00 Vodkas
Tuesday
Bash Night $7.95
Trivia
$2.00 Coronas
Wednesday
Fajita Night $5.95
Comedy Night
10:00 South Park

C

Thursday
Karaoke
Rib-O-Rama $7.95
$ 1.00 Margaritas
Friday
The Drunks
Saturday

A

Bring your Dinner Date to:
Mugs & Movies
Now Serving:
Sandwiches • Salads • Pizza • Appetizers and more!

epav^
Rent 1 movie
Get1 FREE
$1.59 value
excluding new
arrivals

$799

m

ALL MONTH LONG!
Fried Flounder with fries and
bake potato.

221 N. Main • Statesboro, G
764-2316

Wed — 1/2 pound ground
sirloin w/ potato & salad bar

Mon — Chicken Fingers
*salad bar & potato

Starting at:

Lunch: $3.49
Pinner: $4.99
Open Daily:
11:30 am - 10:30 pm

-

764-7669

restaurant

Specials

Located by Winn-Dixie,
Next to Dollar General

r

^XIZ CI3XVH -NVaSHWHVd NH5DIrD • SQVTVS >I3H>T9 • SH30NH N3>DIH3~ I

#2 College Plaza Behind Wendy's

A Place for
Authentic
Chinese Foods

• 9 B % % % # % B 61

405 Fair Rd.
Next to Recreation Dept.
Open Dailyllam-11:30pm
FREE DELIVERY

only

(912)681-1942

Dine In • Carry Out • Nice Bar • Host Parties

mm

| 2 Medium
[11-Topping
! Pizzas for

Mon-Thurs 10 am-12 mid
Fri-Sat
10am-1 am
Sunday
12noon-12mid

Chinese Restaurant

1111 • ••••••••••

[PIZZA • CALZONES • LASAGNA • SPAGHETTI • STEAK GRINDERS • MEAT &|
O

Kelly's Videos
"Open Late"

S

*

mil

Show times 7:30 pm & 10:00 pm

3 W\ov\es 3P3V

[f>J\B&

• •••••••••*•••

v © €>

STATESBORO MALL

• • • G • • •

5 W\ovves

, Q

Fri & Sat.-Shrimp Scampi
Chicken Fetticini Alfredo
w/ a choice of potato, salad,
and dinner bread.

I~Tues - All You Can Eat
"•spaghetti & salad bar

(912) 489-8813
(912) 764-5536

Sun - Hamburger Combo w/
choice of potato
^^

Kids s2" including ice cream sundae
■rmiMi2:y

SONIC DECEMBER DRIVE IN DEALS
6 COMBOS & 2 SPECIALS
DRIVE-IN
322 South Main

-Ew.rythingyoM'r. hungry for"

r>RIVE THRU

-

Offers Not Good With Any Other Coupons or Offers
• Deluxe Sonic Burger

tzzarimp

(G) • Chicken Strip Dinner

Enjoy Full Service Dining From Our .
Expanded Menu
^Appetizers • Salads • Sandwiches • Pasta
Dishes • Fajitas • Pizza & Much More!

OFFER F.NDS: January; 31. 1999

• Ex-Long Chili Cheese Ci
(B) • Large Fries or Tots
• Medium Soft Drink

jtttir

(F) • Brown Bag Special
• 2 Deluxe Sonic Burgers
• 2 Large Fries or Tots
• 2 Medium Soft Drinks

(H) • Chili Pie

• Medium Soft Drink

• Country Fried Steak
(C) • Large Fries or Tots
I
• Medium Soft Drink

JANUARY SPECIALS

k

$

' Breaded Chick-Filet Sandwich
(D) • Large Fries or Tots
_PLUS TAX J
.Medium Soft Drink
• Double Meat, Double Cheese
|(E) • Large Fries or Tots
• Medium Soft Drink

iimmiim

EAGLE CINEMA
AT THE RUSSELL UNION

A Division of Student Affairs

681-9066

FREE DELIVERY

■

71 I S Main

Across From GSU ^

6
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Coming Soon
TOBCliTIHEtfPIClUlES

Thurs., Jan. 14
5:30 pm & 7:00 pm
Fri., Jan. 15
7:00pm & 9:30 pm

All Movies Show in
Russell Union
Theater
For more info..call 486-7270
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Battle of the Bands hits the 'Boro Feb. 27 Holiday Pizza tasty treat

By Heather Culp

and been counted, but Hallman
is confident that this year's
battle will live up to the standards of the first two Battle of
the Bands.
Although the past Battle of
the Bands have only drawn
bands from the Statesboro area,
Hallman claims, "it might become a state-wide thing this
year."
He stated that bands from
both Savannah and Athens have
expressed an interest in entering this year's competition.
The annual contest will give
bands exposure and possibly the
chance to win a record contract.
According to Hallman, the radio
station has the record contract
from Knot Known Records, and
is hoping to offer it for the grand
prize.

Staff Writer

WVGS and Blind Willie's are
once again giving local bands
the opportunity to get out of their
garages, show off their stuff and
be heard with their third annual
Battle of the Bands.
The event is scheduled to be
held February 27 at Blind
Willie's on Old Register Road. If
it follows in the tradition of its
predecessors, you can expect this
year's Battle of the Bands to be
an all-day music festival.
According to Jake Hallman,
WVGS station manager, "the
previous battles have started
around two in the afternoon and
lasted until midnight or later."
The beginning time for this
year's event cannot be set until
all the contestants have entered
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and will be scored on originality,
stage presence, talent, and
the crowd's reaction. In the
past judges on the panel have
included WVGS employees,
management from Blind
Willie's and entertainment
editors from the Eagle and
George-Anne.
According to Hallman, all
participating bands must pay
an entry fee on $5 per member of the band. The playing
order of the bands will be determined by a random drawing before the event date to
insure fairness in the contest.
Besides a great show, admission gets you into drawings fordoor prizes including
CDs and items from local businesses that are sponsoring the
Battle of Bands.

CINEMA
ALL MOVIES
SHOW AT THE
More Information:
RUSSELL UNION
486-7270
THEATER
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"Our lawyers are still looking
over the contract," he explained.
Hallman went on to say that
besides winning a fabulous prize,
the winning band will also gain
the prestige of having won the
contest.
"Being able to tell everyone
you won the Battle of the Bands
can help get out of town shows."
Hallman speaks from experience
having been a member of a winning band, The Stoutbeats, from
the first Battle of the Bands in
1997.
Even the bands who don't win
the contest benefit from the experience.
"Tons of people come,"
Hallman explained, "the bands
get a lot of exposure."
Participating bands will be
judged by a 5-8 member panel,

Saturday, Feb. 27

Thursday, Mar. 4
Friday, Mar. 5
Thursday, Mar. 25
Friday, Mar. 26

Practical Magic
Practical Magic
Practical Magic
Practical Magic
Waterboy
Waterboy
Waterboy
What Dreams May Come
What Dreams May Come
Rush Hour
Rush Hour
Clay Pigeons
Clay Pigeons
Pleasantville
Pleasantville
Kevin Smith Film Series
• Clerks
• Mallrats
• Chasing Amy
Kevin Smith Film Series
• Clerks
• Mallrats
• Chasing Amy
Meet Joe Black
Meet Joe Black
You've Got Mail
You've Got Mail

7:00 pm
7:00 pm
5:30 pm& 8:00 pm
7:00 pm & 9:30 pm
7:00 pm
5:30, 8:00, & 10:00 pm
7:00, 9:30, & 11:30 pm
5:30 pm & 8:00 pm
7:00 pm & 9:30 pm
5:30 pm& 8:00 pm
7:00 pm & 9:30 pm
5:30 pm& 8:00 pm
7:00 pm & 9:30 pm
5:30 pm& 8:00 pm
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8:00 pm
10:00 pm
7:00 pm

9:30 pm
11:30 pm
5:30 pm& 9:00 pm
7:00 pm & 10:30 pm
5:30 pm & 8:00 pm
7:00 pm& 9:30 pm

No movies are being show from March 8-18 due to Spring Break

Thursday, Apr. 8
Friday, Apr. 9
Thursday, Apr. 15
Friday, Apr. 16
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Saving Private Ry an
Saving Private Ry
Patch Adams
Patch Adams

5:30 pm & 9:00 pm
7:00 pm& 10:30 pm
5:30 pm & 8:00 pm
7:00 pm& 9:30 pm
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MEET JOE BLACK
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By Peter Kerin
Staff Writer

Before we all left our wonderful Georgia Southern community for a few weeks for the break
between semesters, I had a
chance to eat at a restaurant
that I've only been to once before
in my three years here at GSU.
Holiday Pizza. This establishment features
sit-down dining, delivery, and takeout.
The inside of
the restaurant is
very clean and
well lit, which
provides for a
pleasant dining experience.
My
waiter was
timely and
kept our
drinks re- •
filled
r e guI
larly.
The
food arrived
in a reasonable
amount of time (20 minutes)
and was very good. I had the
meat ravioli because that's what
I had a taste for. I know it's not
anything extremely unique or
fascinating.
In my opinion though, Holiday specializes in pizzas and
calzones. They offer all the usual
assortments of toppings for the
pizzas, but they also have broccoli, spinach, feta cheese, and
salami ingredients. Broccoli
may be going too far. Not a
choice topping- that suits me,
but we're all different.
For those of you who don't
know what in the
sam-hill a
calzone
is, I'll try
and explain it to
you.
A
calzone is
like a pizza
that has been
folded in half.
You have ingredients
which are laid
on top of dough,
folded over, then
baked . Calzones
are typically filled
with mozzerella
cheese and the same
ingredients as a
pizza. The idea is very
much like that of Totino's Pizza
Rolls in the freezer section of the
grocery store, only they're big-

ger and not frozen. I'll race you
to try a broccoli calzone. You'll
probably win though.
I love Italian food with all of
my heart. I'd eat it every single
day if it wouldn't make me as fat
as Eric Cartman of South Park.
Being the lover of Italian food
that I am, I would say that Holiday Pizza has the best Italian
food in all of Statesboro, though
there aren't too many
Italian restaurants in
the'Boro.
If you
don't feel
like going
out,
like
many of us
lazy college
students do,
you can give
Holiday Pizza a
, call for a free delivery item. Beware that delivery
typically takes
around 45 minutes
from the time of the
call, so you may want
to order before you get
really hungry. Remem - ber to tip your delivery
person. We are all poor, but at
the very least, give them a buck.
Most of their income comes from
tips. Make their day all the
better.
Pizza prices range from $4.85
for a small cheese to $14.80 for a
large supreme. All calzones are
under $5. The Italian dinners
available like spaghetti, ravioli,
and others range from $6.75 to
$7.80. The dinners include a
salad and garlic bread. The salad
i s
fresh and isn't swimming in water like
some places in town.
A little expensive for
a delivered meal, but
. tastes like home
cookin', and without the clean-up.
They are a
great place to
eat
and
I
highly recommend a visit
when you're
in the mood
for Italian
food.
Holiday
accepts
^V-e
the
all
"Oa-§tf&
usual
payments:
credit card, cash, and
check. For those of you who
don't know, Holiday Pizza is
located across the train tracks
by El Sombrero.

Interested
in being in
f
WVGS s 1999 Battle of the
Bands? Call the WVGS
office at 681-0877 for
more information*
SPRING BREAK'99 • PANAMA CITY BEACH, FLORIDA

Its all good!
^^^^

Illustrated

teach W

^^

And this Spring Break,
its all here...
Located next door to Spinnaker & LaVela, the Boardwalk
Beach Resort is Spring Break Headquarters for Panama City
Beach, Florida. And as host to Si's Beach Club '99, you'll be
immersed in the center of all the non stop party action!
So party with thousands, but sleep with the best!

Call us toll tree
,-800-224-GULF

Hie;,

BogrogJk
'99 SPRING BREAK
PACKAGE:
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Todays Quote
"Distance is a great
promoter of admiration!"
~ Denis Diderot
1
7
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31
32
34
38
39
41
42
45
48
49
50
54
57
58
60
61
63
66
67
68

ACROSS
Mischievous
Besmirch
Splash liquid
Acts the bad
winner
One of the
Gershwins
Aniseed-flavored
liqueur
Dark red gem
Club for short
shots
Embassy head:
abbr.
Supped
Prevailing force
Actress Chong
Globelike objects
Feeling ill
Shelter
Writer SJ._
Northern Ireland
"You _ There"
Sacred hymn
Self-image
Mime Marceau
Deliberate
subversion
Valuable vein
Serengeti
predators
Marine catch
Religious recluse
100-eyed giant
Broadcast
Org. of Senators
& Capitals
Gump and others
Implanted
Biblical
beginning
Kitchen utensil
Ultimatum words

69 Visualizes

70 Picnic pest
71 Orders follower
DOWN
1 Samanthaof
The Collector"
2 Bolivian beast
3 Tolerant one
4 Charteson or
McKellen
5 Sault Marie
6 FDR follower
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After-dinner tidbit
Zodiac sign
Sought office
Evening
receptions
11 Decoy
12 Ultraviolet filter
13 Little lakes
19 Lucy's landlady
21 Quindlen and
Paquin
24 Conk out
25 Omitting none
26 Nuns' headgear
28 Pipe installer
30 Grind (teeth)
32 Singer TiHis
33 End of an _
35 In a playfully
mocking way
36 Coop item
37 Caviar base
40 Stratum
43 Charles and
James
44 Wipe out
46 Individual
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47 Tartan topper
50 Vaults
51 Succumb to time
and tide
52 Concur
53 The Evil One
55 "We hold _
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truths to be..."
56 Church leader
59"_ She Lovely"
62 Health resort
63 London W.C.
64 Sphere
65 Scottish river

FOR SALE 1990 Nissan 240SX Hatchback
Blue, Auto. GREAT CAR $5000 764-3675.

*■ STUDENTS BEWARE

I

ATTENTION - The George-Anne screens all
advertisements prior to publication. The newspaper strives to accept ads for legitimate products and services only. Students are urged to
exercise caution when replying to ads - particularly those which require a credit card
number, other personal information, or money
in advance of the delivery of a product or service. c,,;dents are also urged to report to the
newspaper any suspicious offers which they
might see in an ad. Remember, if an offer
seems too good to be true, it probably is.
STATEMENT OF
OPERATIONS:
The
George-Anne is the official student newspaper
of Georgia Southern University, owned and
operated by GSU students and utilizing the
facilities provided by GSU. The newspaper is
the oldest continuously published weekly
newspaper in Bulloch County and Statesboro,
Ga. The ideas expressed herein are those of
the editor or the individual authors and do not
necessarily represent the views of the Student
Media Committee, the administration, the
faculty and staff of Georgia Southern University, or the University System of Georgia. The
George-Anne is published twice weekly during
the academic year and three times during
summers. Any questions regarding content
should be directed to the editor at by phone at
912/681-5246 or fax at 912/486-7113. Readers may also send electronic messages to the
newspaper staff by visiting our web site at
http://www.stp.gasou.edu.
OFFICES, MAIL, PHONES: Room 2023, F. I,
Williams Center. The George-Anne, P.O. Box
8001, Georgia Southern University, Statesboro, Ga. 30460. 912/681-5246 (News) or
912/618-5418 (Advertising)

Auto Parts, Repair
WHEELS. Brand new still in box. 17" chrome
Enkei Spyder 3. 1 or 2 set in Georgia. $1300
obo. Call 688-3145.

20
Announcements
TEAM HANDBALL Club looking for players.
Np experience necessary. Right-handed or
left-handed. Compete in tournaments around
the Southeast. Call Andrew Washington 6883347 or RAC 681-5436.
OPPORTUNITY TO co-board or lease a
horse. 105 riding acres and'miles of trails.
Contact Diane 764-7283.

BASEBALL CARDS for sale -- Kirby Puckett,
Dwight Gooden, Darryl Strawberry, Felix
Jones, Andy Benes, Ken Hill, Jimmy Key,
Alan Trammel, Eric Davis. Call Renee 8713918.

Visit our Web site for list of places to visit and
things to do that are both educational and fun.
On-line at

PIONEER COMPETITION 12 inch subs with
box $250. California amp 120 x 2 watts S75.
Pioneer high powered cass. $125. Pioneer 6
disc cd changer $200. Call 688-3145.

PERSONALIZED CARDS for all occasions,
letterhead, labels, calendars, title pages, etc..
Created on colored Desk Jet printer. Call
Renee' at 871-3914 for information and prices

250
Sports & Stuff

/ FUN & STUFF

260
Stereo & Sounds

290
Travel

http://www.stp.gasou.edu/funstuff/

SPRING BREAK JAMAICA 3nts Atlanta from
$439 each. FREE ReggaeJAM Spring Break
info 24 hrs daily. Operators 9-6. (800)8734423. reggae-iam.com.

320
Word Processing/Typing

SPRING BREAK '99 PANAMA CITY BEACH
The Boardwalk Beach Resort-Spring Break
Headquarters. Packages from $39.00 per
person. Closest to Spinnaker and Le Vela.
Host of Sports Illustrated Beach Club. Call
Now! 1-800-224-GULF.
www.springbreakhq.coni.
SPRING BREAK PANAMA CITY BEACH
"SUMMIT" LUXURY CONDOS NEXT TO
SPINNAKER CLUB OWNER DISCOUNT
RATES (404) 355-9637.

1996 WORD Processor with 95,000 word
dictionary,
45,000
word
thesaurus,
spreadsheet, address book, desk, top
reference,
typewriter,
framing,
file
management and disk application. $75.00.
Call 681-8921.
NEED SOMETHING typed and spell-checked
on the computer. Must be legible and in order.
$1 per double spaced page. Call or leave
message - Renee 871-3918.

DO YOU need a drummer? This Drummer is
well qualified for any band. Loves writing
music and gigs. If interested call Jeff at 8716470.

190
Personal
KRISTY, I love you baby bear! I'm glad I have
you in my life. Tim
HEY BENSON! - Honey

200
Pets & Supplies
LARGE DOG transport box with secure gate could also be used as an inside or outside dog
or cat "house" - $35 - great condition! 8713127.
FREE CATS! Call Jake 871-7037

220
Rentals & Real Estate
FURNISHED APARTMENT in historic home.
Ideal for students wishing to rent by the
semester. $450 includes utilities. Please Call
489-8787,
REASONABLE RENTALS
764-5003
FURNISHED APARTMENT!
Sublease for
only $235/mo + 1/4 utilities for the spring,
close to campus. If interested call Toy at 871 4499.
1/2 PRICE rent FREE cable + HBO UP. also
selling love seat + 2 mattresses real cheap.
Leave a message for Peter at 871-3521 or
gsi13624.

H0N6W5 W6KM5R.
CHANNEL SW0WS ITS
RAINING CAT? ANPP06S,

THISTHIN&BUTISTIU,
CfcNTFieUREOUTWHKT
IT IS

SUBLEASE FOR spring semester. Eagle
Villa townhouses $550 and utilities. 2BR and
2 1/2" BA full kitchen and backporch. Call 6813651 or 681-3836.

1998 HARO Shredder BMX for Sale. Only
ridden 5 times. Very nice!!! Call Chris for
more info 541-4012.

SPRING AND summer
sublease. One
bedroom available in apt in Hathorne II. 1/2
utilities, female, non-smoker.
Rent is
$287.50/mo. Call Elizabeth at 489-5847.
MUST SUBLEASE 2 bedroom 1 bath
apartment in quiet neighborhood, walking
distance from Mall and Campus. Friendly
landlord $425. Call Michelle or Daniel at 4894045.

Books - Swap or Sell

FURNISHED APARTMENT Sublease for
$235/mo. + 1/4 utilities. Close to campus.
Move in today? Call 871 -4088.

BOOKS FOR sale "American Gov't" Lowi &
Ginsberg: $30. "Healthful Living": $20. call
764-6039 or 688-2931 and leave a message.

PINE HAVEN Apartment $280 + utilities from
end of dec. to beginning of May. Please call or
E-mail me. 871-6966 ordaisai@hotmail.com.

Computers & Software
TWO COMPUTERS for sale - one internet
capable with Windows 95 and other software
$500.00; the second is an older model with
Windows 3.1 - $200.00. Please call 681-5091
(day) or 685-5603 (after 6 pm.)

ADVERTISING INFORMATION
The George-Anne reserves the right to refuse
any advertisement.

DISPLAY AD DEADLINE: The deadline for reserving
space and submitting advertising copy is Noon, one
week prior to the intended publication date.
For more information, rate cards, sample publications, "contact: Shawn Sunderland, Advertising Manager. ADS. (912) 681-5418; or Bill Neville. Student
Media Coordinator, (912)681-0069.
PROOFING/ERRORS/OMISSIONS: The newspaper
makes every reasonable effort to present correct and
complete information in advertisements. However, the
advertiser is responsible for proofing the ad upon publication and should notify the newspaper immediately
in the event of an error. The newspaper is not responsible for any errors in advertisements and its liability
for adjustments is limited to the amount of space the
error occupied in the ad. Further, the newspaper is
not responsible for any damages caused due to an
ad's omission from a particular edition and its responsibility solely is to reschedule the ad in the next regular edition at the regular advertising rates.
CLASSIFIED ADS: Free classified ads from students,
faculty and staff must be non-commercial in nature
and submitted in writing, with the name of the sender,
local address, and phone number. No free ads taken
via telephone - at this price we don't take dictation.
One free ad per person per week. Commercial classified are 20 cents per word with a S4 minimum per insertion. Tearsheets are $2 extra per insertion.
CIRCULATION INFORMATION: Subscription rates
for home delivery of The George-Anne are $30 per
semester, or S52 per year, delivered by third class
mail. Please address alt inquiries to Zeina Rahme,
Business Manager. The George-Anne is distributed
free of charge on the Georgia Southern University
campus through delivery sites located in campus
buildings, at off-campus sites, and in residence halls.
NOTICE: Readers may pick up one free copy, and a
second for a roommate or acquaintance, at distribution sites. Additional copies are 35 cents each and are
available at the Williams Center. However, unauthorized removal of additional copies from a distribution
site constitutes theft under Georgia law. a misdemeanor offense punishable by a fine and/or jail time.
Editors will seek to have any person(s) who removes
more than the authorized number of copies from distribution sites prosecuted to the full extent of the law.
NOTE: We gratefully acknowledge the theft of our slogan - "Liked by Many. Cussed by Some. Read by
them Air - from Robert Williams of the Blackshear
Times. Call Bob and he can tell you who he stole it
from originally.

240
Services

NEW NEON Beer Signs for sale.
Very
Cheap, Call Chris at 541-4012 for more info.

180
Musical
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FOR SALE: large computer table S15, lamp
$8, two Kim Anderson framed prints $5 a
piece. CallJessica @ 871-7025.

REFRIGERATOR for sale $75. Call 871-6735

65

i N V

BOOKS FOR Sale: Mktg 3131 $50, BUSA
3131 S55, Hist 1112 $30 (R. Young- Sect K)
Call Tonya at 688-2560.

NEED BF roommate for 2 bedroom 2 bath.
Park Place Apt. to sublease for Spring
Semester. Washer and dryer included. Call
871-4857 ASAP.

BRAND NEW CDs for sale. Call 871-6735.

"

O

MOTOROLA POCKET CELLULAR Phone,
, Two chargers, new
battery, excellent
condition. $125 obo. Call Matt at 489-1973.
Leave a message.
FOR SALE:' Nearly new BA II Plus Financial
Calculator for corporate finance and other
classes. Asking for S20.00, paid $30.00 at
Wal-Mart. Call Renee'871-3918.

"
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THREE BEDROOM house for lease $250 per
person ASAP - Aug. 99. Front and Back
screened in porch big yard big living room
area. Call Rachel or Jay at 489-1027.

230
Roommates
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to sublease in
Season's. 265/mo + 1/2 utilities. Own phone
and bathroom.
Very quiet.
Perfect for
studious type.
Call 871-5577. Leave a
message.
NEEDED ROOMMATE for 3 bedroom house
starting spring semester. 1/3 utilities and rent.
Call Charles or Melanie at 489-5871.

PROBLEMS
SCHEDULING
Classes?
University of Georgia Independent Study may
be the answer. Check with your advisor and
call 706-542-3243 or visit our Web site at
www.gactr.uga.edu/usgis/

Z> FUN & STUFF
Visit our Web site for list of things to do that
are educational and fun. On-line at

http://www.stp.gasou.edu/funstuff/

120
Furniture & Appliances
BABY BED with new mattress for sale. Call
489-4891.
FOR SALE: 3 foot high dorm refrigerator.
Works great! Only $50.00. Call Aaron at 6816507:
CHEST OF drawers w/doors, storage unit and
nightstand for sale; $275.00 Great condition;
call 852-5033.
1 CHEST of drawers w/doors at top; 1
shelving unit w/doors and 1 night stand for
sale; $225.00 Great condition; 852-5033 after
6:00pm or leave a message.
TWIN BED and color tv. call 871-3854

140
Help Wanted
NEEDED
IMMEDIATELY:
Sitter
with
dependable transportation .2pm - 5:36pm
Monday thru Friday pick-up from school. Light
house keeping. Must be, dependable, good
with children. Leave a message 489-8433.
S20/HR PT/FT Process mail! Free Supplies.
Postage! Bonuses! Rush Self Addressed
Stamped , Envelope: GMA / TGA P O Box
567443 Atlanta, GA 31156 E-mail: Signup
@ info, infomachine.com.
LIFEGUARDS ... On Guard. Inc. is now
accepting applications for the summer of
1999, Great pay! Call 770-564-2412 for more
information.
HELP WANTED with yard work.
Must be
available Saturdays, Call Mike at 489-5298.

160
Miscellaneous for Sale

WF ROOMMATE NEEDED to share 2
.bedroom 1 bath trailer.
$130/mo + 1/2
utilities. Close to campus. Call 681-3890.
WM NEEDED for 3 bedroom double wide
trailer. $150/mo + 1/3 utilities. 681-3890,
ROOMMATE WANTED to lease a four
bedroom apart. Will have own room with
walk-in closet and bathroom only $240/mo. If
interested Call Kate at 871-3149.
$100 FREE Take $100 off 1st months Rent +
1/3 utilities, $260/mo at Bermuda Run. Call
Chad 871-5067.
M/F NEEDED to sublease @ Bermuda Run.
Personal bathroom big living room and free
membership to South Ga Gym. Rent 240/mo
will negotiate. Call Jason 681-2733.
ROOMMATE NEEDED for 2nd seamster,
2BR apartment in University Place, $200/mo +
utilities.
Contact Nick at 681-3292 (Also
available for summer).
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed ASAP in
Stadium Walk - end unit and new carpet + big
rooms fully furnished but bedroom. S225 +
1/2 utilities. Please call 871-6749.
NEED ASIAN student to sublease for spring
semester. Pine Haven Apartment $280. One
bedroom. Near campus. Call 871-6966.
NEEDED ASAP sublease for spring semester
female. Campus Courtyard $245/mo + 1/4
utilities.
Please
call
Kelly 681-1407.
Furnished Apartment.
ROOMMATE NEEDED. Campus Courtyard.
Male or Female, $235 + 1/4 utilities Spring
Semester. Moving back home needed ASAP.
Call Vanessa or Jamie at 871 -7337

| Rip Us Off.
■
'
■
■
■
"
■
\
■
!
I
■

That's right - you heard right. Rip us off. Get sorr ething for nothing. Say hello to a
friend. Find a roommate. Get a job. Find a home fc >r a litter of kittens. I 3uy a wombat.
Or sell your Beamer (right, like you expect us to be lieve that you-anc i not your folks
- actually have the title to that BMW). Regardles s of your purpose [or even if you
are a congenital liar like the Beamer owner), Geor gia's liveliest classi '\e6 ad section
is for you. Students, faculty and staff can have th eir 25-word action ads published
for nothing (non-commercial listings only, please). Fill out the little rec tangles below,
and send your ad to G-A Action Ads, Box 8001, G SU or drop them b / our offices in
the Williams Center, Room 223. You MUST inc lude your name « and Landrum
Box number to qualify for a freebie. Rembme r, keep it short: sti jdents, faculty
and staff must pay 200 per words for as which exc< 3ed the 25-word lirr it. And, please
- no telephone calls... at this price we don't take dictation.

ATTENTION: Will go fast!'! 1 BR apt. Large
unit in Pinehaven.
Available.
Spring
Semester. Low Power and utilities!!! Close to
campus. Call 681-8128 (Lease Message).
ARE YOU a white female looking for a quiet
place to live?? Call about my new, 16 x 80,
2BR 2BA. 4 miles from GSU, Melissa - 8525033 after 6:00pm or leave a message.
ROOMMATES NEEDED: Three BR house: if
split between two - $185/mo, if split between
three 5125/mo + utilities. Call 489-6736 or
681-2733 - ask for Jade,
NEEDED FEMALE roommate 4BR 3BA
Townhouse in Willowbend Rent $212,50 1/4
utilities move in by January-99 first month rent
(Jan) Free Call 764-3635,
5 MILES from GSU, new, 16X80, 2BR/2BA.
Female roommate needed to share.
Call
Melissa at 852-5033 leave a message.
NEEDED: SPRING and summer semester
Bermuda Run $240/mo + 1/4 utilities
Bedroom with private bath and walk-in closet
call 871-3316 anytime. Ask for Dee.
ROOMMATES NEEDED! Anyone Interested
In staying at Heritage Square or Eagles Court
Condos? For Details Call Brian at 871-6904
or leave a voice mail message!

i»

I Name

PO Box

Phone #

I
'
■
■
■
I
■
■
■
■
'
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By Jake Hallman

Staff Writer

After a fourteen year wait,
"Star Wars" fans have much to
rejoice about. First came
1997's release of the "Special
Editions" of the first three
films. May 21 will see the
opening of "Star Wars Episode I: The Phantom Menace," the first of writer/
director George Lucas'
new three-movie "Star
Wars" story arc.
In a recent Vanity Fair Lucas
shocked fans by revealing that
there will only be two more Star
Wars films after Episode I. Fans
have long held hopes of a ninepart saga, as Lucas himself originally intended. Instead,
he is stopping after fin-

how the kids evolved, his wife,
how Ben related to all that, how
the Emperor came to power,"
according to a 1995 interview
conducted by Leonard Maltin.
Fans have many reasons
for loving the "Star Wars"
movies. Some people like
the lavish visuals, the fastand-loose swashbuckling,
or even the compelling
characters. The word
"myth" often comes up in
reference to "Star
Wars."
According to "Star
Wars" collector Chris
Mitchell, "Star Wars
touches all levels—
good and evil, mythology, you've got
religion,
and
you've got a great
story, all rolled
into one."
Author Joseph
Campbell's acclaimed book
The Hero with a Thousand

Faces" compares "Star Wars" to
legends from many cultures.
Mary Henderson, curator of
the Smithsonian's "Star Wars:
The Magic of Myth" exhibit
agrees, stating that "When the
first film appeared, the ancient
myths no longer seemed relevant
for...this culture. [Lucas] dramatized the eternal battle of good
versus evil and.. .fashioned a tale
that has all the elements of a
myth."
After
seeing the
enhancements to
the 1997
Star Wars
releases,
many fans
are expecting a lot
from the
new film.
"Fans
have been
waiting almost fifteen years
for a new
installment. . .
The technology exists now to
make the
film exactly as Lucas intended,"
Mitchell said.
Lucas' stated rationale behind
the "Special Editions" was to "fix"
problems he had with the original versions. Because of the
limitations of late 70s and early
80s movie making technology,
he was unable to put his exact
vision of the Star Wars universe
on film. More cynical observers
have wondered if the re-releases
were made solely to finance his
new project.
"Star Wars" excitement had
begun growing even before any
details were known about the
new movies. In addition to the
Special Edition movies, Kenner
began selling a brand-new line
of "Star Wars" toys in 1995.
Long-time fans who once had

from

their parents buy them toys in
the early 80s are now buying
their own.
Less frightening than
Teletubbies, and more available
than Furbys, Star Wars toys
were some of this year's hottest
Christmas items for pre-teens
and twenty-somethings alike.
Kenner is even pre-releasing
toys from the next movie, add-.
ing to the pre-"Phantom" hype.
In addition to toys,
publishers
have been
cranking
out a steady
stream of
Star Wars
books since
1977. Del
Rey, Bantam, and
DKPublishing have released
books such
as
"Star
Wars: The
Visual Dictionary" and
the "Han
Solo" series.
Dark Horse
Comics has
put out numerous comic adaptations of the
movies and books, and
Lucasarts, Lucas' software company, has produced a number of
video games set in the "Star
Wars" universe. These efforts
have served to whet the appetite
of fans for over a decade, but
now their public is gearing up
for Thanksgiving dinner.
Some people fear that dinner
may turn out to be a real turkey.
Fan Greg Smith said, "I'm
excited, but I hope it's not a big
flop. It has the potential to be a
very good movie, but, knowing
sequels, it has the potential to
really suck."
Sentiment about "Star Wars"
sequels has been mixed, with
"Return of the Jedi," the third
Star Wars movie, being fre-

quently criticized as an overcommercialized effort. Critics
decry the film as relying on a
rehashed Death Star and the
cute-and-cuddly ewoks to
make a quick buck at the expense of plot integrity.
Smith added, "I probably
don't have any special plans
for the release, but I want
to go see it in a quality
theater with comfortable
seating."
Lucas cares deeply
about the "Star Wars"
cinematic experience,
as well—under his orders "The Phantom Menace" is only being released to
theaters equipped with
Lucasfilm-certified
THX or comparable
DTS sound systems.
Statesboro's Carmike
Cinema
Nine
is
equipped with two DTS
theaters.
Lucas has such exclusive control over
Episode Fs release because he paid in excess of
$100 million out of his own
pocket to finance the film. Twentieth Century Fox is the film's
distributor, and has some say in
marketing, but Lucas' hands are
firmly on the Star Wars reins.
Buzz is already building,
and many students are making special plans for May
21. Cinema Nine has a
long-standing policy of
selling tickets only on the
day of an event, so be prepared for long lines in
Statesboro to see "The
Phantom Menace."
Few die-hard fans
will be deterred by the
prospect of a little
waiting, however.
Mitchell said that
he'll "probably buy
tickets as early as
I can for the late
showing, then get
there a few hours
early so I can try
to get a seat."

Alpha Phi Alpha, Inc.
and the Office of Multicultural Programs
invite you to pay tribute
to Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
at a celebration

Friday, January 15,1999

is the LAST DAY
to change your
Meal Plan

For More Information
Call 681-5311

of song, music,
and dance
in the
Southern Center Auditorium
on Monday
January 18,1999
at 7:00pm

